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Abstra t
Combinatorial property testing, initiated by Rubinfeld and Sudan [15℄ and formally de ned
by Goldrei h, Goldwasser and Ron in [12℄, deals with the following relaxation of de ision problems: Given a xed property P and an input f , distinguish between the ase that f satis es
P , and the ase that no input that di ers from f in less than some xed fra tion of the pla es
satis es P . An (; q )-test for P is a randomized algorithm that queries at most q pla es of an
input x and distinguishes with probability 2/3 between the ase that f has the property and
the ase that at least an -fra tion of the pla es of f need to be hanged in order for it to have
the property.
Here we on entrate on labeled, d-dimensional grids, where the grid is viewed as a partially
ordered set (poset) in the standard way (i.e as a produ t order of total orders). The main result
here presents an (; poly (1=))-test for every property of 0/1 labeled, d-dimensional grids that
is hara terized by a nite olle tion of forbidden indu ed posets. Su h properties in lude the
`monotoni ity' property studied in [7, 6℄, other more ompli ated forbidden hain patterns, and
general forbidden poset patterns. We also present a (less eÆ ient) test for su h properties of
labeled grids with larger xed size alphabets. All the above tests have in addition a 1-sided
error probability. Another result is a test for any bipartite graph property that is hara terized
by a nite set of forbidden indu ed subgraphs. Our test for su h properties requires signi antly
less queries than the previously known algorithm.
Both olle tions above are variants of properties that are de ned by ertain rst order formulae with no quanti er alternation over the syntax ontaining the grid order relations (and
some additional relations for the bipartite graph properties). We also show that with one quanti er alternation, a ertain property an be de ned, for whi h no test with query omplexity of
O(n1=10 ) (for a small enough xed ) exists. The above results identify new lasses of properties
that are de ned by means of restri ted logi s, and that are eÆ iently testable. They also lay
out a platform that bridges some previous results.
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Introdu tion

Combinatorial property testing deals with the following relaxation of de ision problems: Given a
xed property and an input f , one wants to de ide whether f has the property or is `far' from
having the property. The general notion of property testing was rst formulated by Rubinfeld and
Sudan [15℄, who were motivated mainly by its onne tion to the study of program he king. The
study of this notion for ombinatorial obje ts, and mainly for labeled graphs, was introdu ed by
Goldrei h, Goldwasser and Ron [12℄. A property in this respe t, is a olle tion of Boolean fun tions
from a set (usually with some stru ture) to f0; 1g1 . Being far is measured by the hamming distan e,
namely, in how many pla es should the fun tion be hanged so as to have the property. An input
fun tion here is identi ed with its table, namely its 0/1 value for ea h of the points of the domain. A
property is said to be (; q)-testable if there is a randomized algorithm that for every input fun tion
f queries the values of f on on at most q hosen points of the domain, and with probability 32
distinguishes between the ase that f has the property and the ase that f is n-far from having
the property, where n is the size of the domain. When a property P is (; q)-testable with q = q()
(i.e. q is a fun tion of  only, and is independent of n) then we say that P is -testable; we say that
P is testable if it is -testable for every  > 0.
Property testing has re ently be ome quite an a tive resear h area, see e.g. [12, 13, 6, 4, 1, 2,
14, 9℄ for an in omplete list. Apart from its theoreti al appeal, and the many questions it involves,
it emerges in the ontext of PAC learning, program he king [10, 5, 15℄, probabilisti ally he kable
proofs [3℄ and approximation algorithms [12℄. The advantage of the `property testing' relaxation is
that many properties have a randomized test that reads a very short pie e of the input and also
runs very fast (in sublinear time).
One of the main tasks that emerged in the eld, following [12℄, is to identify natural olle tions
of properties that are eÆ iently testable (in terms of the number of queries). Goldrei h et al. [12℄
studied some lasses of properties (mainly graph properties) and identi ed many properties that
are testable. Alon et al. [2℄ onsidered properties of fun tions f : f1; : : : ; ng ! f0; 1g, namely,
where ea h fun tion is a binary string of length n. They suggested that properties that are de ned
by restri ted logi s might be testable. They proved that every regular language is testable, whi h
is equivalent to saying that every property that is expressed by a ertain se ond order monadi
logi over ordered sequen es is testable. Additional work in this line was done by [14℄, generalizing
the above, and by [1, 9℄ on graph properties. In [8, 7, 6℄, the spe i property of `monotoni ity' is
studied.
Here we make another step in the dire tion established above: We present a logi al model
(in luding several variants) su h that all properties that an be expressed in it are testable. Our
stru ture is the d-dimensional grid f1; : : : ; ngd , equipped with the natural produ t order. The
language we use is that of rst order formulae with the order relation. Our main positive result
is that for every xed d, every su h formula using no quanti er alternation (i.e. using only one
quanti er on a xed sequen e of points) is testable. Su h properties have another equivalent
formulation: Every su h property is hara terized by a nite olle tion of forbidden indu ed subposets (and the inverse also holds). Su h properties in lude `monotoni ity' (stating that there
are no two points x; y x  y that are labeled 1; 0 respe tively). The model also in ludes more
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ompli ated properties of hains, e.g: \all 2-dim, 0/1-labeled grids that when going towards the
north-east dire tion in any possible way, ontain no sequen e of 4 points A,B,C,D labeled 0,1,0,1".
More ompli ated examples are, e.g: \All 2-dim, 0/1-labeled grids that ontain no four points
A,B,C,D labeled by, say, 1,1,0,1 respe tively and su h that A is south-west (SW) of all, D is NE
(north-east) of all, and neither B is SW of C, nor C is SW of B". We present an (; poly(1=))
1-sided error test for su h properties for every xed dimension d. We also onsider matri es over an
alphabet (i.e. set of possible labels) whi h is not 0/1, but any xed nite set. For these we obtain
a less eÆ ient 1-sided test, whi h makes exp(exp(poly(1=))) many queries.
Another variant of this model dealing with forbidden matri es rather then posets leads to
the following result: We show that every bipartite graph property that an be hara terized by
a nite olle tion of forbidden indu ed subgraphs is eÆ iently testable. The query omplexity
that we a hieve for this ase is bounded by exp(exp(poly(1=))) for a 2-sided error test and triply
exponential in 1= for for 1-sided test. Su h bipartite graph properties were known to be testable
by [1℄, but the previously known query omplexity was tower(tower(poly(1=))), obtained by the
bound on general graph properties using the regularity lemma. Our result here, rst breaks the
bound of using the regularity lemma for some olle tion of graph properties based on families of
forbidden indu ed subgraphs2. Our main te hni al tool is a onditional version of the Regularity
Lemma that may be interesting in its own right.
On the negative side, we show that there exists a poset (matrix) property expressed by using
only one \89" quanti er alternation whi h is not -testable for some . This puts a bound on the
omplexity of the relevant logi al model that still guarantees testability. We also dis uss several
other variants of this model, some of whi h are eÆ iently testable, while in some, eÆ ient testability
remains open.
To put the results in perspe tive, we note that our model for the one dimensional ase in ludes
only regular properties, hen e the result for this ase is part of the results of [2℄. A spe ial instan e
of su h properties (for all d) is the extensively studied property of `monotoni ity', namely the
property: 8x1 ; x2 ((x1  x2 ) ! (M (x2 ) _ :M (x1 ))), [7, 6℄ (`M (x)' means `the value of the input
matrix at x is 1'). On the other hand, one variant of the model (for d = 2) is tightly onne ted
to bipartite graph properties. Hen e, the model we suggest, apart from identifying a large lass of
eÆ iently testable properties, generalizes some previous results and bridges some others, allowing
for a broader perspe tive.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Se tion 2 we de ne the basi model and prove
some basi preliminaries, in Se tion 3 we onstru t as a warm-up a simple to prove, 2-sided error,
-test, and then the 1-sided error test for the basi model of properties (one quanti er). In Se tion
4 we onstru t the test for properties of matri es over any xed, non-binary, alphabet. In Se tion
5 we onstru t a property that an be expressed as a formula with one quanti er alternation and
whi h is not testable by starting with a property that belongs to a more general model of matrix
properties and deriving our property from it. In Se tion 6 we prove that bipartite graph properties
that are hara terized by a nite olle tion of forbidden indu ed subgraphs are eÆ iently testable.
Finally, in Se tion 7 we dis uss variants of the poset-models, and pose some open problems and
2
Bipartite graph properties that are hara terized by forbidden subgraphs, rather then forbidden indu ed subgraphs, are trivially testable, see the end of Se tion 6. Unlike the ase for properties de ned by forbidden indu ed
subgraphs, testing for partition-based graph properties, su h as proper k- olorability, has polynomial bounds by [12℄.
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future dire tions.
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Preliminaries and Notations

In the following, we omit all oor and eiling signs whenever the impli it assumption that a quantity
is an integer makes no essential di eren e. We make no attempt to optimize the oeÆ ients involved,
just the fun tion types (e.g. polynomial versus exponential).
Let [n℄ = f0; : : : ; n 1g with the natural order \". The n-length d-dimensional grid is the poset
(partially ordered set) G(n; d) = [n℄d with the produ t order, namely ( 1 ; : : : ; d )  ( 1 ; : : : ; d ) if
i  i for all i = 1; : : : ; d.
For = ( 1 ; : : : ; d ) and = ( 1 ; : : : ; d ), if j = j for some 1  j  d, then we say that
and share a oordinate.
A Boolean fun tion f : G(n; d) ! f0; 1g is identi ed with G(n; d) with 0/1-labels on its points.
Su h a fun tion will be alled a 0/1 (n; d)-matrix, or just an (n; d)-matrix. Hen e a property of
fun tions on the stru ture G(n; d) is just a set of (n; d)-matri es. For two (n; d)-matri es M and R
their distan e is dist(M; R) = jfxj M (x) 6= R(x)gj. For a matrix M and a property P we de ne
dist(M; P ) = minR2P dist(M; R).
In the basi logi al model that we study, the variables range over G(n; d). The syntax in ludes
the poset (binary) relation and the fun tion unary relation M () (\being labeled 1"). Given a xed
set of variables, x1 ; : : : ; xk , a Boolean formula (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) using the above relations spe i es an
allowed set of 0/1-labeled posets that are the truth assignment to it. The basi model of properties
of (n; d)-matri es ontains these properties that an be expressed as 8x1 ; : : : ; xk (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) where
 is a formula as above and k is a xed onstant (independent of n). For example, the well studied
property `monotoni ity' is su h: 8x1 ; x2 ((x1  x2 ) ! (M (x2 ) _ :M (x1 ))). We all this model the
8-poset model. Similarly the 9-poset, the 89-poset models, et . are de ned.
Clearly if a property is expressible as an 9(x1 ; : : : ; xk ) formula then either every matrix is
k- lose to it, or the property is empty. Hen e, su h properties are trivially -testable. Things are
starting to be interesting for 8 properties. Our main result is that any su h property is testable.
We then show that there exists a 89-poset property that is not testable even for dimension d = 2.
We rst note that testing a 8-poset property is equivalent to testing that there is no forbidden
xed substru ture. To make this expli it we need some de nitions and observations: We say that
a poset P of size k is a subgrid poset of dimension d if there is a set of k points in G(n; d) (for some
n) on whi h the indu ed order is isomorphi to P . We say that P is a 0/1-labeled poset if every
point of P is labeled by 0 or 1. An (n; d)-matrix M ontains a labeled poset P of size k if there are
k points in M on whi h the order relation is isomorphi to P and the point labels are onsistent
with the labeling of P .
De nition 2.1 Let F be a set of 0/1-labeled posets. The following property of (n; d) matri es is
de ned: MF = fM j M does not ontain any member of F as an indu ed labeled poset g.
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Observation 2.2 Let P be a 8x1 ; : : : ; xk (2x1 ; : : : ; xk ) type property of (n; d)-matri es. Then there
is a set F of labeled k size posets, jF j  2k ; su h that P = MF .
Proof: We an rewrite the negation of P as 9x1 ; : : : ; xk :(x1 ; : : : ; xk ). In turn, we an write an
equivalent DNF formula _mi (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) for :, where ea h mi (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) represents a labeled
poset Fi on at most k elements. Hen e, a matrix satis es P if and only if it has no Fi as a labeledsubgrid-poset.

We also note that every property MF is a 8x1 ; : : : ; xk (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) type property, therefore the
above redu tion is an equivalen e. Along the sequel, our strategy for testing M for the property
MF will be to query some points in M and try to lo ate a member of F as an indu ed labeled
poset within the queried points.
3

Algorithms for testing poset properties

We present here a 1-sided error test for MF whose query omplexity is polynomial in  1 . We start
with some preliminaries, presented with a simple to prove, 2-sided error, algorithm that illustrates
some of the basi ideas used throughout the following.
3.1

Preliminaries and a simple 2-sided error test

Let F be a nite olle tion of k-size posets. We present here a basi approa h to matrix property
testing, along with a 2-sided error -test for MF , whose number of queries is polynomial in  1 for
any xed dimension d.
Proposition 3.1 For every xed 8 poset property of matri es, there exists a 2-sided -test whi h
makes a number of queries whi h is polynomial in  1 and is independent of the size of the input.

The proof of the proposition is implied by the algorithm below and the following Lemmata.
Let M be an (n; d)-matrix whi h we want to -test for MF . Let m = ( 2 k )d 1 +1. We divide
M into md blo ks of size (n=m)d , by dividing [n℄ into m, equal-size, intervals and taking Cartesian
produ ts. We query 8d ln m uniformly random queries independently in ea h blo k of M . We tag
ea h blo k as being 1, 0 or X a ording to the queries made: If all points that are queried in a
blo k are labeled by `1' we tag it as `1', similarly if all points are labeled by `0' the blo k is taged
by `0'. Otherwise, we tag it as X. Hen e we get a orresponding (m; d)-matrix, MB , in whi h ea h
entry represents a blo k of M and is labeled by 0,1 or X.
There are two major ases: The rst one is the ase where there is at least an (=2)-fra tion
of the blo ks that are tagged X. In this ase we answer `No'. It will be proven below that if this
happens then there exists an a tual member of F within the entries of M that were queried.
k+1

k+1
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The se ond ase is when there are less than a fra tion of =2 of the blo ks that are tagged X. In
this ase our intention is to he k whether there is a matrix that is onsistent with our knowledge
of M as represented by MB , and has the property. If we nd su h a matrix we answer `Yes', if
not we answer `No'. Formally, Let MQ be the following (n; d) matrix: For ea h 0-blo k of M , all
orresponding entries of MQ are `0', for ea h 1-blo k of M all orresponding entries in MQ are `1'.
The entries of MQ that orrespond to an X-blo k of M remain unde ned. Now, ea h possibility of
assigning 0/1 values to the unde ned entries of MQ and ea h possible hoi e of ipping the values
in at most an =4 fra tion of the entries in every other blo k results in a 0/1-labeled matrix; we
denote the set of all su h matri es by MQ;. We he k if any of the members of MQ; has the
property. If there is su h a member, the algorithm answers `Yes'. Otherwise, if every member of
MQ; ontains a member of F , the answer is `No'. Note, this last phase of the algorithm involves
no additional queries and is just a omputation phase.
Clearly the query omplexity of this algorithm is poly(1=) and is independent of n. We now
show that it is orre t with high probability.
We rst show that if the algorithm answers `No' due to the fa t that at least an =2 fra tion of
the blo ks are X-tagged, then it is orre t with probability 1:
Claim 3.2 If the fra tion of X-blo ks is at least =2, then the queried lo ations in the X-blo ks
already ontain a ounter-example to the property.
Proof: Let MB be the (m; d)-matrix de ned above. We use the following d-dimensional Zarankiewi z
(see [17℄) type theorem that lo ates a (k; d)-submatrix of a given label inside any large enough matrix with enough entries of this label.
Lemma 3.3 ([11℄) For Æ < 1 let M be an (m; d)-matrix in whi h at least Æmd of the entries are
marked by `X'. If m > ( Æ k+1 )d 1 then there is a (k; d) submatrix all of whose entries are `X'.
k

Now, MB satis es Lemma 3.3 with Æ = 2 , thus there is a (k; d)-submatrix, W , of MB whi h
is all X. Our intent is to look ba k at the blo ks of M that orrespond to the entries of W . Ea h
su h blo k being tagged by X ontains both a `0' and a `1' entry. Hen e we want to argue that
any labeled poset with k elements may be found within these blo ks by hoosing the right labeled
entry. The only diÆ ulty is that for two entries that share a oordinate in W and are omparable,
the orresponding sampled entries in M might not be omparable. For this we use the following:
Lemma 3.4 Any d-dimensional grid poset P with jP j = k an be embedded in G(k; d) with no two
points sharing a oordinate.
Proof: It is enough to prove that P an be embedded in any d-dimensional grid with no two points

sharing a oordinate, sin e we an then take the minimum subgrid ontaining it and it will learly
be a (k; d) grid.
Suppose that f : P ! f0; : : : ; m 1gd is any embedding of P into G(m; d) for some m. Then
we an think of f as a sequen e of d fun tions fi : P ! f0; : : : ; m 1g; i = 1; : : : ; d, so that fi (p)
5

is the i-th oordinate of the point p in G(m; d). We de ne a new embedding f 0 : P ! G(md+1 ; d)
by the formula (here f (p) is taken as a d-dimensional row ve tor and f (p0 ) is de ned as a linear
ombination of su h ve tors).
f 0 (p) = md  f (p) +

d
X
i=1

fi (p)mi 1  (1; : : : ; 1)

It is not hard to see that this is an embedding of the poset too, and that no two members share
a oordinate (as the lo ation of every member modulo md is unique in all oordinates).
To end the proof of Claim 3.2, let P be an arbitrary member of F . By Lemma 3.4, P an be
embedded in W with no two points sharing a oordinate. For ea h point of W that orresponds
to a point of P in this embedding, let us hoose an entry in the orresponding blo k of M that
has the same value (su h a point exists as the points of W orrespond to X-tagged blo ks). These
entries are an embedding of P in M .
We now laim that with high probability, the tagging of the blo ks of M essentially represents
the true situation.
De nition 3.5 For a set Q of queries, we denote by G the following event: \Every 1-tagged blo k
ontains at most an =4 fra tion of `0' entries, and every 0-tagged blo k ontains at most an =4
fra tion of `1' entries".
Claim 3.6 With probability at least 1 1=md the event G happens.

To following now ends the proof of the orre tness of the algorithm:
Claim 3.7 If there are less than an =2 fra tion of the blo ks that are tagged by X , then the
algorithm errs with probability bounded by 1=md .
Proof: Assume that there are less than an =2 fra tion of the blo ks that are tagged by X. Also, let
us assume that the event G has happened (as asserted by Claim 3.6, this happens with probability
at least 1 1=md ). If there exists a member of MQ; that has the property then we laim that M is
lose to having the property. Indeed, assuming that G happened, M is learly at most (nd =4)-far
from MQ (disregarding the entries in the X-tagged blo ks), while MQ is at most (3nd =4)-far from
any member of MQ; ( ounting all the entries in the X-tagged blo ks), so M is at most (nd )-far

from the member of MQ; having the property. Hen e, in this ase the algorithm may be wrong
only if G did not happen, whi h o urs with a probability bounded by 1=md .
If, on the other hand, no member of MQ; has the property, then learly M does not have the
property sin e given that G happened, M is in parti ular a member of MQ;. Hen e again the
error probability is bounded by the probability that G does not happen. This ompletes the proof
of Claim 3.7 and the orre tness of the algorithms.
6

We note that the running time of the algorithm (as opposed to its query omplexity) involves
he king (or preparing answers in advan e to) all possible MQ; resulting from MQ . Although this
seems to be exponential in n, it an be redu ed onsiderably. However, sin e a better and faster
algorithm is presented in the following, we omit the details.
We end up noting that the above is a s heme that is used throughout this paper: We try to
obtain an approximation of the input matrix whi h onsists mostly of \simple" blo ks. In the above
ase { blo ks whi h are known to be almost mono hromati (all `0' or all `1').
3.2

More preliminaries { pseudomatri es and a Ramsey-like lemma

In the above algorithm use was made of the following fa t: Given the (k; d) `matrix of blo ks'
whi h are all tagged X, one ould hoose any entry (with the right label) from ea h blo k to nd
the ounter-example. Su h `loose formations' of entries are formalized below, with the de nition of
pseudogrids and pseudomatri es.
De nition 3.8 A (k; d) pseudogrid is a subset (xi )i2[k℄ of the grid G(n; d), su h that if i and j do
not share a oordinate, then xi  xj if and only if i  j (in the ordering of G(k; d)). Alternatively,
(xi )i2[k℄ is a pseudogrid if and only if there exist fra;l j1  a  d; 0  l  kg (one may assume
ra;0 = 0 and ra;k = n) su h that for every a and l the a'th oordinate of xl is at least ra;l but less
than ra;l +1 . Namely, there exists a partition of G(n; d) into kd blo ks, that is de ned by the above
set og intervals, su h that (xi )i2[k℄ onsists of exa tly one member from ea h blo k. See Figure 1
for an example of a (3; 2)-pseudo grid.
A pseudomatrix in an (n; d) matrix A onsists of a (k; d) pseudogrid in G(n; d) and its labeling
a ording to A. Given a (k; d) pseudomatrix in A de ned by the pseudogrid (xi )i2[k℄ , its label
matrix is the (k; d) matrix B (whi h is not in itself a submatrix of A) onsisting of the entries of
the given pseudomatrix in the orresponding lo ations, that is, the one satisfying B (i) = A(xi ) for
all i 2 [k℄d .
d

d

a

a

d

d

See Figure 1 for an example of a (3; 2)-pseudo matrix with its label 3  3 matrix.
r1 r2

1 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 0

’
1
’
2

r
r

Figure 1: The 9 points in the grid on the left form a (3; 2)-pseudo grid. Along with their labels
(bold dots are 1's, white are 0's) they form a (3; 2)-pseudo matrix. On the right is the 3  3 label
matrix of this pseudo matrix
7

Pseudomatri es will be used to show the existen e of ounter-examples within the queried values
in 1-sided tests. Their main property is established in the following:
Fa t 3.9 Let A be a (k; d)-labeled pseudo matrix of M with a label matrix W . Assume that W
ontains a k size labeled poset F su h that no two entries share a oordinate. Then M also ontains
F.

For 1-sided algorithms, in order to guarantee the existen e of a ounter example we will have to
nd a `mono hromati ' pseudo matrix in ea h blo k. This is done by the following `Ramsey-type'
lemma.
Lemma 3.10 For every d and k there exists = (d; k) su h that for any l  m , every 0/1-labeled
(ml; d)-matrix whi h is partitioned into md blo ks of size ld , ontains an (mk; d) pseudomatrix, so
that its interse tion with ea h of these blo ks is a (k; d) pseudomatrix whose entries are all identi al.

In order to prove the above lemma, we rst need the following one, whi h deals with a 1dimensional ontext. In the sequel the lo ations in strings of length l are numbered by 0; : : : ; l 1.
Lemma 3.11 For every k there exists a = a(k) su h that for any set of m binary strings of length
l  a  ma , there exist 0 = r0 < r1 < : : : < rk = l su h that ea h string ontains a mono hromati
substring (i.e. a substring all of whose entries are of identi al values) with exa tly one entry in the
interval [ri ; : : : ; ri+1 1℄ for every i = 0; : : : ; k 1.
Proof: It is enough to prove this for odd values of k. The proof is by indu tion. The basis k = 1
is trivial (it holds even for m strings of length 1).
Given that the theorem was proven for k 2, and a(k 2) is known, we now prove it for k and
nd a(k). We assume that none of the strings is mono hromati , as a mono hromati string will
have a orresponding mono hromati substring for any 0 = r0 < r1 < : : : < rk = l.
We rst set the values of r1 and rk 1 as follows: Let l0 = a(k 2)ma(k 2) , hoose r1 in the
interval [1; : : : ; l 1 l0 ℄ uniformly at random, and set rk 1 = r1 + l0 .
For every xed string s Let L0 be the lo ation of its rst (`leftmost') `0' entry, L1 the lo ation
of its rst `1' entry, and R0 and R1 the lo ations of its last `0' and `1' entries respe tively. We are
interested in the event that none of fL0 ; L1 ; R0 ; R1 g fall into the interval I = [r1 ; : : : ; rk 1 1℄.
The signi an e of this event is that if it o urs for a string s, then for any entry v in the interval
[r1 ; :::; rk 1 1℄ there are two entries of s with an identi al label as v, one in the interval [0; :::; r1 1℄,
and one in the interval [rk 1 ; :::; l 1℄.
Sin e one of L0 and L1 is equal to 0 and one of R0 and R1 is equal to l 1, at most two of the
four numbers above may fall into the interval I . Cal ulating
the probability that any of L0 , L1 ,
0
R0 and R1 is in the interval I , it is learly bounded by 2 l 1l l0 . It is now not hard to nd a = a(k)
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su h that this probability is less than m 1 if l  a  ma . In parti ular, for su h l there exist r1 and
a respe tive rk 1 for whi h the above event does not happen for any of the m strings. This means
that for every string from the set and any of its entries in the interval [r1 ; : : : ; rk 1 1℄, there exist
identi al entries in the interval [0 = r0 ; : : : ; r1 1℄ and in the interval [rk 1 ; : : : ; rk 1 = l 1℄.
We now onsider for ea h string its substring of length l0 = a(k 2)ma(k 2) onsisting of the
entries in the interval [r1 ; : : : ; rk 1 1℄. To these we apply the indu tion hypothesis, and nd
r2 ; : : : ; rk 2 so that ea h string ontains a mono hromati substring with one entry in the interval
[ri ; : : : ; ri+1 1℄ for every 1  i < k 1. By the above dis ussion this substring an be extended
to a mono hromati substring of the original string by nding identi al labeled entries, one in the
interval [r0 ; : : : ; r1 1℄ and one in the interval [rk 1 ; : : : ; rk 1℄.
We note here that it is not hard to ome up with an example that shows that a string length
of l = 41 m2 is insuÆ ient for k = 4. We are now ready to prove the main lemma.
Proof of Lemma 3.10: We shall use here the de nition of pseudomatri es regarding the existen e
of a partition given by frd0 ;j j1  d0  d; 0  j  mkg su h that (xi )i2[mk℄ onsists of one member
from ea h blo k. In our ase, the partition also has to satisfy rd0 ;kj = l  j for every 0  j  m to
ensure that the interse tion of the (mk; d) pseudomatrix with ea h of the md blo ks of A is a (k; d)
pseudomatrix.
The proof is by indu tion on d. We shall a tually prove the (seemingly stronger) statement that
given p su h matri es with l  (mp) , there exists a orresponding pseudomatrix for ea h of them,
all with the same partition frd0 ;j j1  a  d; 0  j  mkg of [n℄d . The basis, d = 1, follows dire tly
from Lemma 3.11, by utting ea h string into m equal length substrings and applying Lemma 3.11
to these p  m new strings.
Given that the lemma is known for the (d 1)-th dimensional ase, we now show it for the
d dimensional ase. Suppose that we are given p matri es A0 ; : : : ; Ap 1 over [ml℄d for whi h we
want to nd the partition. Note that ea h matrix an a tually be viewed as being a olle tion of m
independent matri es where in the d-th dimension there is just one blo k. As we require that the
partition will be the same for all matri es, these di erent m `sli es' will t together to a partition
of the original matrix, see Figure 2.
d

Figure 2: On the left a (3l; 3) matrix of 33 blo ks. It is viewed as 3 matri es, ea h of 32 blo ks, by
`sli ing' the matrix along the 3rd dimension.
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Hen e, the top level idea is the following: We look at the p matri es as m  p matri es that in the
d dimension all ontain just one blo k, and try to nd the partition frd;j g for the d-th dimension.
To do this we just look at ea h l length `string' along the d-th dimension and nd the olle tion
of rd;j 's so that ea h string has a k-size mono hromati substring with exa tly one point in ea h
interval [rd;j 1 ; :::; rd;j 1℄. To do this we just use Lemma 3.11 (for suitable l and m). On e this
is done, we may repla e ea h l-length string by the single value that is identi al to the value of the
mono hromati substring that is found. This redu es ea h of the m  p, d-dimensional matri es to
a (d 1)-dimensional matrix, and as explained, nding a ommon partition for these matri es will
end the proof. However, by the indu tion hypothesis we may assume that su h a partition for the
(d 1)-dimensional ase exists.
Formally this is done as follows: First, for every 0  s < p, i = (i1 ; :::; id 1 ) 2 [ml℄d 1
and 0  q0 < m, we onsider the string of length l onsisting of the entries of As in lo ations
f(i1 ; : : : ; id 1 ; q0l + q)j0  q < lg. This is a olle tion of pld 1md strings of size l orresponding
to the (md)d 1 lines along the d-dimension in ea h of the p  m matri es obtained after we have
`sli ed' ea h of the p original matri es into m matri es. However, this olle tion is of a size too big
to apply Lemma 3.11 a ording to our plan. Hen e we just restri t ourselves to a subset of them:
For some l0 < l, we onsider only strings i for whi h every oordinate modulo m is between 0 and
l0 1. This will yield a olle tion of pl0d 1 md strings. We do this for l0 = (k; d 1)(pmm) (k;d 1) ,
so in parti ular to ensure that l0  l, we require that (k; d 1)(pm  m) (k;d 1)  l.
We now want for ea h xed 0  q0 < m, to nd r0 ; : : : ; rk that will partition all p(l0 m)d 1 strings
onsisting of the entries of As in f(i1 ; : : : ; id 1 ; q0 l + q)j0  q < lg (for any 0  s < p and the values
for i1 ; : : : ; id 1 onsidered above) a ording to Lemma 3.11. This requires that l  a(p(l0 m)d 1 )a
where a is the onstant depending on k from Lemma 3.11.
For the above q0 we then de ne rd;q0 k+j = q0 l + rj for 0  j < k (remember that r0 = 0 and
rk = l) whi h de nes frd;j g of the pseudo matrix partition along the d'th dimension.
For ea h 0  s < p and i = (i1 ; : : : ; id 1 ) we take the ommon label of the substring found by
Lemma 3.11 to be the entry of a new (ml0 ; d 1) matrix A0ms+q0 , at lo ation l0 bi=l + (i mod l) (we
\delete" in the de nition of the new matri es the strings whi h were not onsidered when nding
r0 ; : : : ; rk ). On these (ml0 ; d 1) matri es, A00 ; : : : ; A0pm 1 , we invoke the indu tion hypothesis to
nd the values frd0 0 ;j j1  d0  d 1; 0  j  mkg, and the orresponding (mk; d 1) pseudomatri es
(note that rd;j were already set earlier). We nalize by setting rd0 ;j = lbrd0 0 ;j =l0 + (rd0 0 ;j mod l0 ) for
1  d0  d 1, and noting that in order to nd the (mk; d) pseudomatrix in As for any 0  s < p, we
an onsider the pseudomatri es found in A0ms ; : : : ; A0ms+m 1 , and substitute ea h of their entries
with the orresponding string of length k found earlier in As that was used in their onstru tion.
The only thing that remains to be done is to ensure that the two onditions that we have set on
the relation between l; m and l0 are met, whi h is not hard for an appropriate hoi e of .

3.3

A

1-sided test

Here we present the 1-sided test for MF . We essentially follow the 2-sided error algorithm depi ted
above. The problem is that in the ase that there are less than an =2 fra tion of the blo ks that
are tagged by X, the above algorithm may err in both ways as its orre tness is based on the
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assumption that G happens. To over ome this we will further query more queries in ea h blo k
to assure us that if the approximated matrix is far from satisfying the property, then a ounterexample to the property exists within the points already queried. In turn, this also avoids the
ne essity of he king all (n; d) matri es approximable by the queried values, as we need only to
he k the queries themselves. This makes also the running time of the algorithm polynomial in  1 .
Theorem 3.12 For every xed 8 poset property of matri es, there exists a 1-sided error -test
whi h makes poly( 1 ) many queries, independently of the size of the input.

We shall use the Ramsey-like lemma presented in the previous se tion. In order for us to be able
to work with it, we need to onsider only embeddings in whi h no two entries share a oordinate,
so pseudomatri es an be onsidered. The following lemma in avor of Lemma 3.4 grants this; the
proof is also very similar to that of Lemma 3.4 and is therefore omitted.
Lemma 3.13 Let G(mk; d) and G(ml; d) be onsidered as opies of G(m; d) in whi h every entry
is a (k; d) blo k and an (l; d) blo k respe tively. Suppose that a k-size poset P embeds into G(ml; d),
then there is an embedding of P into G(mk; d) so that the two embeddings map ea h point of P to
the same respe tive blo k in G(ml; d) and G(mk; d), the mappings are isomorphi on orresponding
blo ks (in terms of the poset relation), and moreover no two points share a oordinate in G(mk; d).
Proof of Theorem 3.12: We present the 1-sided error test. We start exa +1
tly as in the algorithm
2
d
of Subse tion 3.1 by dividing M into m blo ks of equal size, for m = (  +1k )d 1 +1. We query
8d ln m uniformly random queries independently in ea h blo k of M and tag ea h blo k as being 1, 0

k

k

or X a ording to the queries made: `1'/ `0' if all values that were queried inside the blo k are 1/0
respe tively, and X otherwise. If there are at least an =2 fra tion of the blo ks that are X-tagged
then we answer `No'.
If there are less than an =2 fra tion of the blo ks that are X-tagged then we further divide ea h
blo k into ld = (  m )d subblo ks (where = (d; k) is the onstant of Lemma 3.10) and query one
arbitrary query in ea h subblo k. We now set the out ome of the test as follows: We answer `No'
if there is a ounter example among the queried points and answer `Yes' otherwise (meaning that
M is lose to have the property).
Clearly the overall query omplexity of this algorithm is polynomial in  1 (for a xed d and
k) and independent of n. We now prove its orre tness.
Claim 3.14 The algorithm is a 1-sided error algorithm with an error probability bounded by 1=md .
Proof: To show orre tness, let us analyze the various ases in whi h the algorithm may end. If
after the rst round of queries there are at least an (=2)-fra tion of the blo ks that are X-tagged,

then, exa tly as in the proof of the 2-sided test, a ounter example to the property is guaranteed to
exist already within the queried lo ations (with probability 1). Hen e in this ase, the algorithm
answers `No' and is orre t with probability 1.
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Assume then that there are less than an =2 fra tion of the blo ks that are X-tagged. We
then have the se ond phase of queries in ea h subblo k after whi h we re-tag ea h blo k a ording
to the union of the old and new queries in it. Namely, some old 1-blo ks and/or 0-blo ks may
be ome X-blo ks. Again we may assume that there are less than a fra tion of =2 of the blo ks
that are X, as otherwise we are ba k in the rst ase. De ne now the (ml; d)-matrix, MQ in whi h
every entry orresponds to a subblo k of M that is labeled by 0/1 as determined by the value
of the query in this subblo k. By Lemma 3.10 there is an (mk; d) pseudomatrix W , ontaining
a mono hromati (k; d) pseudomatrix in ea h of the md blo ks of MQ . Note that in the natural
orresponden e between blo ks of W and blo ks of M , the label of every 0/1 blo k of M is identi al
to the label of the orresponding blo k of W (on X-blo ks of M the label of the orresponding
blo k of W may be either `0' or `1'). We laim that even when we restri t ourselves to the points
queried in the subblo ks orresponding to the points of W , and have the de ision of the algorithm
a ording to whether they ontain a ounter example, it is orre t with very high probability (and
is 1-sided). Indeed, if a ounter example is found among these points then ertainly the algorithm
reje ts orre tly.
Assume now that W does not ontain a ounter example. We laim that M is nd - lose to have
the property (with high probability). Indeed, assuming that the event G happened (as in De nition
3.5), we show how to obtain a matrix, MW from M that has no ounter example by hanging at
most nd entries of M : First we hange the entries in ea h 0/1 blo ks of M to have the label of their
blo k. As in Se tion 3.1, we may assume that this will in ur a hange in at most 4 nd of the entries.
We then hange every entry in an X-blo k to have the label as in the orresponding interse tion
with W . As there are at most an (=2) fra tion of X-blo ks, this may in ur in at most 2 additional
hanged entries. Hen e we get a matrix MW , that is at most 34 nd -far from M . We laim that
MW has no ounter example. Indeed, assume that MW ontains a ounter example P , then by
Lemma 3.13 (looking at MW as an (ml; d)-matrix with l = n=m) there is a ounter example in
an (mk; d)-matrix in whi h its md -size blo ks are labeled as the blo ks of MW . Moreover, no two
points of this ounter example share a oordinate, and so its existen e in a label matrix of some
pseudomatrix implies its existen e in the pseudomatrix itself. Now the label matrix of W is su h
an (mk; d) matrix, and W in itself is a pseudomatrix ontained in MQ . Hen e MQ ontains P with
no two points sharing a oordinate. However, ea h entry of MQ orresponds to a subblo k of the
a tual input M that ontains at least one queried point that is labeled by the same label as the
orresponding entry of MQ . Therefore we on lude that there is a ounter example in the queried
points of M in the subblo ks that orrespond to the points of W ontrary to our assumption.
An additional remark is due here: The algorithm was des ribed as if it is adaptive, however as
queries at the se ond stage do not depend on the answers at the rst stage, the algorithm is in fa t
non-adaptive.
4

Testing of non-binary matri es

In this se tion we extend the result of the previous se tion to in lude forbidden poset properties
for matri es whi h are not 0/1, but have entries from a xed nite alphabet . Su h properties are
natural extensions of 0/1-matrix properties.
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The main result here is:
Theorem 4.1 For every xed 8 poset property of matri es over a xed nite alphabet, there exists
a 1-sided -test whose number of queries and running time are doubly exponential in poly( 1 ), and
are independent of the size of the input.

The proof uses some general ideas from the previous se tion, and in parti ular the idea of
arriving to a partition into blo ks for whi h most blo ks have little `internal features' (like being
nearly mono hromati in the 0/1 ase). For this we will need some additional de nitions and
ma hinery.
4.1

Homogeneity in partitions and a strengthening of Lemma 3.10

Given a partition of the input matrix into blo ks, and a set of queries from ea h blo k, unlike in
the 0/1 ase, it annot be guaranteed that if more than one type of label was found in many of the
blo ks then a ounter-example to a given property MF exists. It ould be for example that a 0/1/2
matrix property is de ned by an F all of whose members ontain the label `2', while the partition
of the input matrix into blo ks may ontain many blo ks with both 0's and 1's. Therefore, a notion
of a blo k being mono hromati is repla ed with a more general notion of being `featureless'.
In the new framework, we onsider two partitions of a matrix at a time. We onsider as before
a partition P of M into md blo ks, and a re nement a hieved by repartitioning ea h blo k of the
rst partition into ld subblo ks, thereby obtaining a partition Q of M into (ml)d blo ks. We label
ea h blo k and ea h subblo k with a subset of the alphabet . In the onstru tion of the tester this
subset orresponds to the set of all labels found while querying entries from this blo k. Note that
in parti ular a subblo k is always labeled with a subset of the set used to label the whole blo k.
We will treat a blo k of P as featureless if all its subblo ks have the same label. In that ase
we an assume that this blo k has the worst possible assignment (with respe t to satisfying a given
property) that makes use only of the members of its label set. However, in some ases it is only
possible to nd blo ks whi h are lose to satisfying this, whi h motivates the following de nition.
De nition 4.2 A labeled set is alled -homogeneous if all but at most an  fra tion of its labels
are identi al. For su h a set we all this ommon label the (1 )-dominant label of the set.
Given a partition P of the matrix M and a re nement Q of P , and given a labeling as above of
these partitions, we all a blo k of P -homogeneous if its label in P is the (1 )-dominant label
for the set of the orresponding subblo ks in Q with their labels.

Just as Lemma 3.10 was used in Se tion 3 to nd a matrix whi h is both lose to M and simple
to he k for MF , we shall use a similar lemma here. The pseudomatrix whi h we will nd will be
`mono hromati ' in ea h blo k, in the sense that all orresponding subblo ks will have the same
label (whi h is a subset of ). However, here we also need to ensure that for most blo ks whi h are
homogeneous enough, the subblo ks will have the label of the blo k, so we will not need to modify
many of the entries of M inside these blo ks to arrive at the simpli ed matrix. We thus need the
following strengthening of Lemma 3.10.
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Lemma 4.3 For every h, d and k there exists = (h; d; k) su h that for any l  m , every
(ml; d)-matrix labeled with a set of h labels whi h is partitioned into md blo ks of size ld , ontains
an (mk; d) pseudomatrix, so that its interse tion with ea h of these blo ks is a (k; d) pseudomatrix
whose entries are all identi al, and moreover for all but at most an  fra tion of the 1  -homogeneous
blo ks (for any ), the ommon label of the interse tion with them will be identi al to the orresponding dominant label.

The proof here follows losely the outline of the proof of Lemma 3.10, with additional are taken
for the homogeneous blo ks (the generalization to non-binary alphabets is not hard by itself). We
shall give here only a sket h. In the proof of this lemma, we also need a orresponding strengthening
of Lemma 3.11, as formulated in the following.
Lemma 4.4 For every h and k there exists a = a(h; k) su h that for any set of m strings of length
l  ama over an alphabet of size h, there exist 0 = r0 < r1 < : : : < rk = l su h that any string
ontains a mono hromati substring (i.e. a substring all of whose entries are identi al) with exa tly
one entry in the lo ation range ri ; : : : ; ri+1 1 for every i = 0; : : : ; l 1. Moreover, for all but at
most an  fra tion of the strings whi h have (1 a1 )-dominant labels, these will also be respe tively
the labels of the mono hromati substrings thus found.
Proof sket h: The proof here is by indu tion, and almost identi al to the proof of Lemma 3.11.
The basis k = 1 is also trivial here.
Given that the ase k 2 was proven and a(h; k 2) is known, the proof for a(k) is done as
follows. Similarly to the proof of Lemma 3.11, let l0 = a(k 2)ma(k 2) , let r1 be randomly hosen
in the range 1; : : : ; l 1 l0 and set rk 1 = r1 + l0 . For every string, we set Lx and Rx for every x
whi h appears as a label in this string (there are no more than h su h x), as the lo ations of its rst
o urren e and its last o urren e in the string. As before, a proper hoi e of a(h; k) will ensure
that with probability more than 21 none of the above values lies in I = [r1 ; r1 + 1; : : : ; rk 1 1℄ for
any of the strings, whi h makes it possible to use the indu tion step for setting r2 ; : : : ; rk 2 .
1 )However, we must also make sure that for most of the strings whi h have a (1 a(h;k
)

dominant label, this label will be identi al to the label of the mono hromati substring we nd.
By hoosing a possibly higher value of a(h; k), it is indeed possible to ensure that for su h a string,
with probability at least 1 2 k 1 there will be o urren es of this label in both [0 = r0 ; : : : ; r1 1℄
and [rk 1 ; : : : ; rk 1 = l 1℄, as well as that it will be a (1 a(h;k1 2) )-dominant label for the
substring onsisting of the entries in I .
In parti ular, the above means, for a proper hoi e of a(h; k), that there exists a hoi e of r1
(and rk 1 ) for whi h the ondition regarding Lx and Rx o urs for all strings, and the ondition
regarding dominant labels o urs for all but at most a 2 k  fra tion of the strings with su h a label.
This allows for the indu tion hypothesis to follow (summing up the
fra tions of the strings whi h
P1
failed the dominant label ondition in all stages, we bound it by k=1 2 k  = ).
Proof sket h of Lemma 4.3: This proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.10, and uses indu tion
on d. Similarly to Lemma 3.10, we a tually prove the existen e of a ommon partition for a set
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of p su h matri es A; : : : ; Ap 1 , given that l  (pm) , so the partition has the orresponding
pseudomatrix in ea h matrix, with the additional property that the fra tion of blo ks with a
dominant label whose interse tion with the pseudomatri es has a di erent label is less than 
(summing over all p matri es; this is not ne essarily true for ea h matrix separately). The basis
d = 1 is follows easily from Lemma 4.4.
Assume that the lemma is proven for d 1 and (h; d 1; k) is known. Let Æ = 1  , where
= (h; d; k) will be de ned latter. As in the proof of Lemma 3.10, for ea h As , for 0  s < p,
we onsider only part of the pm  (ml)d 1 , l-size strings that are de ned by `sli ing' ea h As along
the d-th dimension, into m matri es, ea h of size l  (ml)d 1 (see Figure 2). For Lemma 3.10, this
partial set was arbitrary pi ked by looking at some xed residues of the oordinates. Here our
goal is to nd a subset (not too large) of the strings so that for all but a Æ1=2 fra tion of them the
following will hold: If a string is oming from a blo k whi h ontains a Æ-dominant label, then this
label is also a Æ1=2 -dominant for the string. To onstru t su h a set of strings of size pm(ml0 )d 1
let Li 2 [l℄ be a random set of size l0 for ea h 1  i  d. We onsider only the lines for whi h for
every i  d 1, its i-th oordinate is in Li . With positive probability the fra tion of su h strings
whi h ome from blo ks whi h ontain a Æ-dominant label, but for whi h the same label is not
Æ1=2 -dominant, is less than Æ1=2 , so we x an L1 ; : : : ; Ld for whi h this holds.
We now want to apply Lemma 4.4, to get a partition of [l℄ into k parts so that there is a kmono hromati substring in ea h of the lines with exa tly one entry in ea h part. To apply Lemma
4.4 we need l  a(pm(ml0 )d 1 )a , where a is the onstant from Lemma 4.4. This partition of [l℄
de nes the partition for the d'th oordinate. We now onstru t matri es A00 ; : : : ; A0pm 1 using the
labels of the mono hromati substrings found exa tly as in the proof of Lemma 3.10. The fra tion
of the strings not onforming to a dominant label of their blo k is bounded by aÆ1=2 . Hen e, the
fra tion of the blo ks whi h orrespond to blo ks with Æ-dominant labels in the original matrix,
but do not have the same labels as a Æ1=4 -dominant one, is bounded by aÆ1=4 .
On this set of pm matri es we invoke the indu tion hypothesis to nd partitions along the other
d 1 dimensions, frd0 0 ;i j1  d0  d 1; 0  i  mkg, exa tly as in the proof of Lemma 3.10. For
this we hoose l0 = (h; k; d 1)(pm  m) (h;k;d 1) .
Let 1 = 2 (h; k; d 1), we note that up to an aÆ1=4 + 1(1= ) Æ1=4 fra tion of the blo ks that had
a Æ-dominant label in A0 ; : : : ; Ap will not have the same label for the restri tion of the appropriate
pseudomatrix. Thus, there exists a hoi e of a large enough (h; k; d) that ensures that this is less
than  (remember that Æ = 1  ). This together with the previous two restri tions on l0 vs. l and m
sets an appropriate = (h; k; d).
1

4.2

1

The test

Proof of Theorem 4.1: Let F be a olle tion of forbidden -labeled posets (for some xed
alphabet ), ea h of size at most k. In order to onstru t a 1-sided error -test for the property
MF we want to arrive at a situation similar to the 1-sided test for 0/1 properties: We want to
have two partitions of the matrix into blo ks P; Q, where Q is a re nement of P with the following
properties: Most blo ks of P are Æ-homogeneous with respe t to the subblo ks as de ned by Q
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(for some small onstant Æ). In this ase we will be able to on lude the test in a way similar
to the 0/1 test. However, in order to arrive at su h a situation, we annot rely anymore on the
assertion that if there are many non-homogeneous blo ks then we have a ounter example (as in
the 0/1 ase). Instead, we onstru t a sequen e of partitions P0 ; : : : ; Pq of M , where ea h Pi is a
re nement of the previous one. We will prove in the following that for su h sequen e, there are
two members for whi h the above holds. The proof is by an iterative argument reminis ent of the
proof of Szemeredi's Regularity Lemma. However, the dependen y of the number of queries on 
will not be as severe as might be expe ted from su h an argument; for every xed property it will
be doubly exponential in a polynomial in , rather than a tower.
Formally, we hoose m0 = 1, and let mi =  mi +11 , where = (h; d; k) is the onstant provided
by Lemma 4.3 and h is set to 2jj. Let P0 have just one blo k and let P1 ; :::; Pq be a sequen e of
partitions, ea h Pi being a partition of M into mdi blo ks whi h is a re nement of the previous one.
We hoose q = ( j)j (h;d;k) , so mq = exp(exp(poly(1=))).
1
3

1+ (h;d;k)

The algorithm pro eeds as follows. First, 6 ln((mq )d  jj) uniformly random queries are made
independently in ea h blo k of Pq . If a ounter example is found among the query points the
algorithm reje ts, otherwise it a epts.
It is lear from the formulation that the algorithm has a 1-sided error. We show in the sequel
that it has bounded error for all inputs.
Let us assume that there is no ounter example within the set of the queried points. We will
show that M is nd - lose to having the property with high probability. To see this, we label ea h
blo k of Pq with the set of all labels known to appear in it as a result of the queries made. We also
label all the blo ks of the other partitions (remember that Pq is a re nement of all of them) with
the set of labels found while making queries within them. Denoting by G the event that no blo k
of Pq (and hen e no blo k of any Pj ; j < q) ontains more than a 31  fra tion of entries of any label
whi h did not appear in its queries, we note that with high probability G happens. The next step
is to hoose some 0  p < q, using the following laim.
Claim 4.5 There exists 0  p < q for whi h all but at most a 31  fra tion of the blo ks of Pp are
1 (h;d;k)-homogeneous with respe t to Pp+1 .
1
(h;d;k) ( 3 )
Proof: For every  2 , 0  l < q, and a set of blo ks A of Pl , we denote by ;l (A) the fra tion
of blo ks of Pl in A whose label ontains the olor . Let l (A) =  ;l (A) and let l = l (Pl ).
By a slight abuse of notation we let ;l+1 (A) and l+1 (A) denote the respe tive quantities where
the set of the subblo ks of A from Pl+1 is used. We laim that for any Æ; > 0, if Pl has more than
a Æ-fra tion of blo ks whi h are not -homogeneous, then l+1  l Æ  .
Indeed, we observe that for any p0  l and any set of blo ks A of p0 p0 (A)  l (A). We also
observe that l = P r(A)l (A) + (1 P r(A))l (Pl A) (where P r(A) is the relative size of A to

the whole matrix).
Now assume that Pl has more than a Æ-fra tion of blo ks that are not -homogeneous, and
let A be the set of all blo ks of Pl that are not -homogeneous. Then P r(A)  Æ. Also, by the
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above observation it is enough to show that P r(A)(l (A) l+1 (A))  Æ  . By de nition, for any
p  l, p(A) = P r(B )p(B )) where B is a blo k in A and P r(B ) is its relative size. However,
for ea h blo k B , assuming that its label in Pl is S; jS j = r  h, then l (B ) = r, while as B is not
-homogeneous then l+1 (B )  P r(S )  r +(1 P r(S ))  (r 1)  r 1+ P r(S )  r (here P r(S )
is the fra tion of blo ks of Pl+1 in B that have label S ). Hen e P r(A)(l (A) l+1 (A))  Æ  as
laimed.
To end the proof of the laim, note that sin e 0  jj, if the laim does not hold for every p,
it would imply that q < 1, whi h is a ontradi tion (every blo k label must ontain at least one
member of ). Hen e there exists a p as in the formulation of the laim.

We now return to the proof of the theorem: Choosing a p as in the formulation of the laim,
we pro eed as follows. We onsider the (mp+1 ; d) matrix onsisting of the labels of the blo ks
of Pp+1 , and its partition into (mp )d blo ks orresponding to the blo ks of Pp . Over these we
apply Lemma 4.3 to nd a (kmp ; d) pseudomatrix so that its interse tion with every blo k from
Pp is a mono hromati (k; d) pseudomatrix. By Lemma 4.3 for all but at most a 31  fra tion of the
homogeneous blo ks in Pp , the restri tions of the pseudomatrix found to these blo ks will have labels
identi al to the blo ks. We let W be the label matrix orresponding to the above pseudomatrix.
We now onsider the following (n; d) matrix MW : For every entry of M whose label is in the
set whi h is the ommon label of the interse tion of the above pseudomatrix with the blo k from
Pp , this will also be the entry of MW in the respe tive lo ation. Every other entry shall be repla ed
with an arbitrary member of the set labeling the interse tion of the pseudomatrix with the entry's
blo k.
We now note that, as in the 0/1 ase, if G happens then MW di ers from M in less than nd
pla es, be ause the di eren es an only be in entries whi h did not onform to the orresponding
blo k label in Pp+1 , or entries whi h were in non-homogeneous blo ks of Pp , or entries whi h were
in homogeneous blo ks of Pp whose label was not the ommon label of the interse tion of the
pseudomatrix found by Lemma 4.3 within this blo k. Sin e ea h of these three ategories ontains
at most 31 nd of the entries, M is nd - lose to MW .
We now laim that if the algorithm a epts then MW has the property and hen e we are
done. Indeed, assume on the ontrary that MW ontains a ounter example, then we laim that
there already exists a ounter-example within the lo ations of the matrix queried by the algorithm
(regardless of G): Given the existen e of a ounter example, F0 , in MW , then, by Lemma 3.13,
there exists an embedding of the poset F0 (disregarding the labels for now, they will be dealt
with later) in MW , onsidered as G(mp  k; d), where ea h point in this embedding is in a di erent
subblo k, and with no two points sharing a oordinate. As W is an (mp  k; d) matrix, we look
at this embedding in W . By our onstru tion, the label of ea h entry in a Pp blo k of MW is a
member of the ommon blo k label of this blo k in MW . Hen e, in the embedding F0 in W , ea h
entry is labeled by a set that ontains the label of the original entry of F0 . However, as W is a
label matrix of a pseudomatrix of Pp+1 (where ea h blo k is onsidered as a point), an entry of
M an be hosen from ea h blo k of Pp+1 whose label is any desired member of the orresponding
set-label of the point in W . In parti ular, we an hoose for any entry the label whi h leads to an
embedding of F0 in M .
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5

A

89

property that is not testable

In this se tion we onstru t a 89(x1 ; : : : ; xk ) property that is not -testable for some xed . The
onstru tion is similar in spirit to the non-testable graph property onstru ted in [1℄. We rst
onstru t su h a property for a model whi h is stronger than the poset model, and then based on
it derive a poset-only 89 property whi h is not testable. For the rest of this subse tion we onsider
only 2-dimensional matri es, and use the notion of rows and olumns in the usual matrix sense.
5.1

A non-testable property

on erning submatri es

The property that we present here uses the alphabet f0; 1; 2g and is in a slightly more general model
than 89-poset: We say that a matrix satis es the property `permutation' if it is a row/ olumn
permutation of a symmetri matrix with all 2's on its primary diagonal, and no 2's anywhere else.
It is not hard to see that this is equivalent to the matrix satisfying the following three onditions:
1. For every matrix entry whi h is not `2' there is an entry on the same row and an entry on
the same olumn whi h are both `2'.
2. For every `2' entry there is no other entry on the same row or olumn whi h is also `2'.
3. The matrix ontains none of the following 2  2 matri es as a submatrix (to ensure that the
original matrix was symmetri ).




2 0 ;
1 2





2 1 ;
0 2





0 2 ;
2 1



1 2
2 0



Using the above equivalent formulation, the property `permutation' an be expressed as a 89
type property where  uses, apart from the order relation and the value relations (\the entry
at lo ation x is 0/1/2"), the two additional relations: \x1 ; x2 are on the same row" and \x1 ; x2
are on the same olumn" (this model is dis ussed further in Se tion 6). We laim that property
`permutation' is not testable:
Proposition 5.1 Property `permutation' is not 101 -testable even by a two sided error algorithm.
Proof: Using Yao's prin iple [16℄, we de ne a probability distribution on inputs and show that
any xed deterministi algorithm that queries d = O(1) queries has an average error (a ording to

the distribution on inputs) of more than 31 .
Let us rst de ne a distribution P on positive inputs, a distribution N on negative inputs, and
then the distribution D will be to hoose with probability 21 a member a ording to P and with
probability 12 a member a ording to N . P is de ned by rst hoosing randomly and uniformly a
symmetri matrix B with 2's on the primary diagonal and 0's and 1's everywhere else. The input
matrix A is onstru ted from B by permuting its rows a ording to a permutation whi h is hosen
uniformly in random.
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N is de ned by just letting A be a uniformly random 0/1 matrix. N is a distribution also on
inputs whi h are lose to satisfying `permutation', but a matrix sele ted a ording to N will almost
surely be 101 -far from satisfying it. This an be proven by using a large deviation inequality to show
that the probability of any (row) permutation of A to be lose to being symmetri is mu h smaller
than the inverse of the number of permutations. We omit further details on this point.
Now, let A be a deterministi algorithm for testing the above property that queries d = O(1)
queries. As d = O(1) we may assume that A is non-adaptive and hen e all queries are made
in advan e (otherwise we an go over the de ision tree of the algorithm to get a nonadaptive
algorithm whi h makes 2d = O(1) queries). We further assume (by making additional O(1) queries
if ne essary) that A a tually queries all lo ations fxij ji; j 2 I g where I = fi1 ; : : : ; id g is some xed
set of size d.
We laim that for both distributions P and N , the distribution of the restri tion of A to the
submatrix that is queried by A is lose to the uniform distribution on 0/1 matri es of size d  d.
This implies that when we hoose one of P and N randomly and then hoose a matrix a ording
to this distribution, the algorithm will err with probability lose to 21 .
We need the following easy laim.
Claim 5.2 Let  > 0 and d be xed, and n be large enough (in relation to  and d). For a xed set
I  f1; : : : ; ng of size d, let  be a uniformly hosen random permutation over f1; : : : ; ng. Then,
with probability at least 1  there are no i; j 2 I for whi h (i) = j .

For a random matrix hosen a ording to N , the submatrix queried by the algorithm is a
uniformly random 0/1 matrix. To end the proof, we note that for a random matrix hosen a ording
to P , if the random permutation used to permute the rows of the intermediate matrix B satis es the
above laim, than the submatrix queried by the algorithm is also a uniformly random 0/1 matrix
{ it will ontain no `2' entries and moreover it will ontain no pair of entries of the intermediate
matrix B whi h are orrelated in the distribution P by its symmetry.
As a nal remark, we note that it an be shown (by further analysis of the above proof) that even

n1=10 queries are not enough to 101 -test for this property (the seemingly exponential gap between

the adaptive and nonadaptive algorithms an be avoided for this parti ular ase).
5.2

Submatri es, tight submatri es and witnesses

In order to onstru t a non-testable property of 0/1 matri es that is stri tly in the 89-poset model
we need some ma hinery that will be developed here.
Relations like \x and y are not on the same row or olumn" an be expressed in the poset
model using additional variables and quanti ers. For example, it an be seen that if x  y (in the
produ t ordering of the 2-dimensional matrix), then they do not share a row or a olumn if and
only if there exist w and z whi h are in omparable and moreover satisfy x  w  y and x  z  y.
We all su h a pair variables a witness for x and y not sharing a oordinate.
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We an extend this further: The lo ations (xi;j )i;j 2[k℄ represent a subgrid (and their labels
a submatrix) if and only if they have between them the order relations that a subgrid has, and
furthermore there are no witnesses for any xi;j and xi;j 0 not sharing a oordinate, as well as for any
xi;j and xi0 ;j not sharing a oordinate. Note however that we annot distinguish this way between
a submatrix and its transpose.
We an also use witnesses to express other notions: Two points x  y that are not equal but
do share a oordinate, reside on onse utive values of the other oordinate if and only if there exist
no z di erent from x and y for whi h x  z  y. This allows us to express the following de nition
within a rst order poset property. (xi;j )i;j 2[k℄ are said to represent a tight subgrid if there exist
i0 and j0 so that xi;j = (i0 + i; j0 + j ) for every i and j . Similarly we de ne the notion of a
tight submatrix using their labels. We note now that (xi;j )i;j 2[k℄ represent a tight subgrid (or its
transpose) if and only if they satisfy the appropriate order relations, and furthermore there exist
no witnesses showing that (xi;j )i;j 2[k℄ is not a subgrid and no witnesses showing that xi;j and xi;j +1
or xi;j and xi+1;j (for any i and j ) do not reside onse utively on the non-shared oordinate.
We are now ready to de ne the non-testable poset property.
5.3

A non-testable

89-poset

property

In our de nition we shall use the following matri es, whi h we shall all the three guide matri es.
The idea would be to en ode the f0; 1; 2g labeling in the property permutation de ned in Subse tion
5.1 by opies of these matri es.
0

G0

B
B
=B
B


0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
1

0
0
1
0
1

1

0

C
C
C
C
A

B
B
=B
B


G1

1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
1

0
0
1
0
1

1

0

C
C
C
C
A

B
B
=B
B


G2

0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0

0
0
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
1

0
0
1
0
1

1
C
C
C
C
A

The property `permutation-p' that is de ned below des ribes matri es that have the property
permutation, where ea h label i 2 f0; 1; 2g is repla ed with the guide matrix Gi . Formally, it is
de ned as the input matrix satisfying the following onditions (a tually ea h statement should be
repla ed by a ounterpart whi h is invariant with respe t to taking a transpose of the input matrix,
but this has no essential e e t on the following analysis as the guide matri es are not symmetri ).
1. For every (xi;j )i2[5℄;j 2[10℄ there either exist a witness showing that they do not form a tight
subgrid, or the labels of the input matrix M in these lo ations are su h that (M (xi;j ))i2[5℄;j 2[5℄
is a guide matrix if and only if (M (xi;j ))i2[5℄;j 2[10℄ [5℄ is a guide matrix.
2. Similarly to the above, for every (xi;j )i2[10℄;j 2[5℄ that form a tight subgrid, (M (xi;j ))i2[5℄;j 2[5℄
is a guide matrix if and only if (M (xi;j ))i2[10℄ [5℄;j 2[5℄ is.
3. If (xi;j )i2[5℄;j 2[5℄ form a tight subgrid and their labels form a guide matrix other than G2 , then
the input matrix M ontains a \1" on the same row as x1;1 and a \1" on the same olumn
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as x1;1 (this an be formulated in terms of the order relations of the lo ations of the 1's with
respe t to x1;0 , x0;1 , x2;1 and x1;2 ).
4. If (xi;j )i2[5℄;j 2[10℄ form a subgrid, and moreover (xi;j )i2[5℄;j 2[5℄ and (xi;j )i2[5℄;j 2[10℄ [5℄ are both
tight, then (M (xi;j ))i2[5℄;j 2[5℄ and (M (xi;j ))i2[5℄;j 2[10℄ [5℄ annot be both G2 .
5. Similarly if (xi;j )i2[10℄;j 2[5℄ form a subgrid, and (xi;j )i2[5℄;j 2[5℄ and (xi;j )i2[10℄ [5℄;j 2[5℄ are tight,
then (M (xi;j ))i2[5℄;j 2[5℄ and (M (xi;j ))i2[10℄ [5℄;j 2[5℄ annot be both G2 .
6. If (xi;j )i2[10℄;j 2[10℄ form a subgrid for whi h (xi;j )i2[5℄;j 2[5℄, (xi;j )i2[5℄;j 2[10℄ [5℄, (xi;j )i2[10℄ [5℄;j 2[5℄,
and (xi;j )i2[10℄ [5℄;j 2[10℄ [5℄ are tight, then (M (xi;j ))i2[10℄;j 2[10℄ is not any of the following formations.








G2 G1 ;
G0 G2 ;
G1 G2
G2 G0 ;
G G
G G
G G
G G
1

2

0

2

2

1

2

0

We rst establish the onne tion between the properties `permutation' and `permutation-p'.
Given an n  n matrix A labeled by f0; 1; 2g, we say that a 5n  5n 0/1 matrix M is the tiling
of A, if for every 0  i; j  n 1 the tight submatrix (M (5i + i0 ; 5j + j 0 ))0i0 ;j 04 is equal to GA(i;j ) .
In other words, M is formed by repla ing ea h entry of A with the appropriate 5  5 guide matrix.
Claim 5.3 If M is a tiling of a matrix A whi h satis es `permutation', then M satis es the property
`permutation-p'.
Proof: It is not hard to see that a tiling of any 0/1/2 matrix does not ontain any tight sub-

matri es whi h are equal to a guide matrix (or its transpose) apart from those of the form
(M (5i + i0 ; 5j + j 0 ))0i0 ;j 04 . Thus, the rst two onditions in the de nition of `permutation-p'
are satis ed in M . The third ondition now follows from the rst ondition in the de nition of
`permutation' (note that G2 is the only guide matrix with a `1' entry on its se ond row, as well as
the only one to have a `1' on its se ond olumn). The fourth and fth onditions in `permutation-p'
follow from the se ond ondition in `permutation', and the sixth ondition in `permutation-p' follows from the third ondition in `permutation'. This ompletes the laim.

Claim 5.4 If M is a 5n  5n matrix whi h satis es `permutation-p' and has any tight submatrix
of the form (M (5i + i0 ; 5j + j 0 ))0i0 ;j 04 whi h is equal to a guide, then M is a tiling of some n  n
matrix A whi h satis es `permutation'.
Proof: The rst two onditions in the de nition of `permutation-p' imply that if M satis es it
and has any tight submatrix of the form (M (5i + i0 ; 5j + j 0 ))0i0 ;j 0 4 equal to a guide, then M is a
tiling of some n  n matrix A (these onditions say in essen e that a tight submatrix adja ent to

a tight guide submatrix is a guide itself). The last four onditions in `permutation-p' guarantee in
turn that A satis es the three onditions in the de nition of `permutation'.
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1 -testable even by a two sided error algorithm.
Theorem 5.5 Property `permutation-p' is not 250

Proof: By Claim 5.3 and Claim 5.4, given an -test of a 0/1 5n  5n matrix M for `permutation-p',
we onstru t a test of a 0/1/2 n  n matrix A for `permutation' by querying the lo ation (b 5i ; b 5i )
of A whenever the lo ation (i; j ) of M is queried, and assigning to (i; j ) the entry of GA(b 5 ;b 5 ) at
(i mod 5; j mod 5). In other words, the test of A is onstru ted by simulating the test of M on the
tiling of A.
We now laim that the new test is a 25-test for the property `permutation'. In parti ular,
i

i

1 -test for `permutation-p' implies the existen e of a 1 -test for
this means that the existen e of a 250
10
`permutation'. This would ontradi t Proposition 5.1, so the theorem follows.
Indeed, if A has `permutation' then learly its tiling M has `permutation-p'. On the other hand
let us assume that A is 25-far from satisfying `permutation', and  < 251 . Claim 5.4 implies that
any matrix M 0 whi h satis es `permutation-p' and is not -far from M is a tiling of some matrix
A0 whi h satis es `permutation', be ause one has to hange M in at least 251 (5n)2 pla es to remove
all tight guide submatri es of the form (M (5i + i0 ; 5j + j 0 ))0i0 ;j 04 . Sin e A0 is at least 25-far from
A (by the assumption that A is far from any matrix whi h satis es `permutation'), the tiling M 0
of A0 is at least -far from the tiling M of A.

6

Bipartite graph properties

An important and natural variant of the poset-model is the model that allows to address properties
that are hara terized by a nite olle tion of forbidden submatri es. We restri t ourselves along
the sequel to the 2-dimensional ase. To put it in the framework of our study, we allow in our
language, apart of the poset relation, the relations row(x1 ; x2 ) whi h state that x1 is on the same
row as x2 , and similarly ol(x1 ; x2 ) for olumns (the same model was used in the intermediate
result in Se tion 5). The 8-properties would then orrespond to exa tly the properties that are
hara terized by a nite olle tion of a forbidden submatri es (in a similar manner to Observation
2.2). We all this model the `submatrix model'. As was explained in Se tion 5, the submatrix
model is losely related to a submodel of the 89-poset.
The model `submatrix' in ludes some interesting properties. In parti ular, the permutationinvariant properties in it are tightly onne ted to bipartite graph properties that are hara terized
by a olle tion of forbidden indu ed subgraphs:
De nition 6.1 For a nite olle tion F of 0/1 matri es, we denote by
do not ontain any row and/or olumn permutation of a member of F .

SF

all 0/1-matri es that

Observation 6.2 Every bipartite graph property (viewed as a olle tion of matri es) that is hara terized by a nite olle tion of forbidden indu ed subgraphs is equivalent to a property SF for
some nite set F of matri es. In addition, every SF -property in the `submatrix' model is a bipartite
graph property as above.
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Bipartite graph properties that are hara terized by a nite set of forbidden indu ed subgraphs
are testable: In [1℄, it was shown how to test 8-graph properties for general graphs (not ne essarily
bipartite). However, the dependen e on  in these tests is tower(tower(poly(1=))), resulting from
the use of the Regularity Lemma. Here we prove that su h bipartite graph properties are testable
(2-sided) with query omplexity exp(exp(poly(1=))), hen e, breaking the regularity lemma bounds
in this ase. Our main tool is a onditional (but eÆ ient) version of the regularity lemma as stated
in Lemma 6.6. The main result here is:
Theorem 6.3 Let F be a xed olle tion of 2-dimensional matri es. Then SF for the 2-dimensional
ase is (; exp(exp(poly( 1 ))))-testable, by a two sided error algorithm.

Using a s heme involving an appropriate Ramsey-like lemma, it is also possible to arrive at a
one-sided test for these properties at the pri e of in reasing the query omplexity.
Theorem 6.4 Let F be a xed olle tion of 2-dimensional matri es. Then SF for the 2-dimensional
ase is (; exp(exp(exp(poly( 1 )))))-testable, by a one sided error algorithm.

The proof of Theorem 6.4 is outside the s ope of this abstra t, and will appear in a future full
journal version thereof. To present the test proving Theorem 6.3, we will need some ma hinery:
Let M be a 0/1-labeled, n  m matrix. Let r be an integer, then an r-partition of M is a
partition of the rows into r0 < r parts fR1 ; : : : ; Rr0 g and a partition of the olumns into r00 < r
parts fC1 ; : : : ; Cr00 g. Ea h submatrix of the form Ri  Cj will be alled a blo k (note that these
are not ne essarily `tight submatri es' as per the de nition of the previous se tion). The weight of
1 jRi jjCj j. We also de ne similar weights for the Ri 's and Cj 's, e.g.
the (i; j ) blo k is de ned by nm
w(Ri ) = n1 jRi j.
De nition 6.5 Let P = fR1 ; : : : Rr0 g  fC1 ; : : : Cr00 g be an r-partition, and let Æ > 0. We say that
P is a (Æ; r)-partition if the total weight of the Æ-homogeneous blo ks is at least 1 Æ.

Unlike the poset model, in this model we annot easily reje t in the ase that a given partition
is not a (Æ; r)-partition. However, it is still true that we an reje t the input unless it admits some
(Æ; r)-partition, as the following lemma shows.
Lemma 6.6 Let k; Æ be xed, then for every n  n, 0/1-matrix M , with n large enough, either M
has a (Æ; r)-partition for r = r(Æ; k)  exp(exp(poly(1=Æ))), or for every 0/1-labeled k  k matrix
F , a g(Æ; k) > exp( poly(1=Æ)) fra tion of the k  k submatri es of M are F .

We note that this lemma is a ` onditional' version of Szemeredi's Regularity Lemma, as a
(Æ; r)-partition is in parti ular a regular partition in the sense of Szemeredi of the orresponding
bipartite graph. The improvement over using dire tly the Regularity Lemma is a hieved be ause
of this onditioning. The proof of the lemma will be presented in Subse tion 6.2. It allows us to
redu e the testing problem to matri es that admit a (Æ; r)-partition for ertain Æ; r, as for matri es
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that do not admit su h partitions the lemma asserts that querying a random submatrix will nd a
ounter example with positive probability.
Our next goal is then to onstru t a test for su h matri es. This test will be very similar to
the test in Subse tion 3.1, the main problem will be to a tually `know' enough of the partition by
sampling. For this we need some more ma hinery. It is des ribed in the following subse tion, along
with the framework of the proof of Theorem 6.3.
6.1

Partition, signatures and the general framework

Assume that M has a (Æ; r)-partition. We have no hope, of ourse, to nd it by O(1) many queries
as we annot even sample a single point from ea h row. Hen e, we will need here some `high level
feature' of su h partitions that an be dete ted by sampling. This is given in the following:
Let M be a matrix with a (Æ; r) partition P de ned by the row partition fR1 ; : : : ; Rs g and the
olumn partition fC1 ; : : : ; Ct g; s; t  r. Then P naturally de nes a f0=1=Xg-labeled, s  t matrix
P , in the following way: The rows orrespond to the sets R1 ; : : : ; Rs and the olumns to the sets
C1 ; : : : ; Ct so that ea h entry Pi;j orresponds to the submatrix that is de ned by Ri ; Cj and is
labeled by its (1 Æ)-dominant label if it is Æ-homogeneous, and otherwise by X. We say that P
is the pattern of the partition P of M . As the blo k sizes of a (Æ; r)-partition need not be xed,
we will also need information about the weights of Ri ; Ci ; (i; j ) 2 [s℄  [t℄: Let M be an n  n
matrix with a (Æ; r)-partition P de ned by the row partition fR1 ; : : : ; Rs g and the olumn partition
fC1 ; : : : ; Ct g. Then a -signature of P is an s  t, f0=1=Xg-labeled matrix P and two sequen es
f i gs1 ; f i gt1 , where P is a pattern of P and j jR njjC j i  j j  st for every (i; j ) 2 [s℄  [t℄.
Note that the signature of a partition is ` losed' under permutation of rows and olumns, namely,
any row/ olumn permutation of P with the respe tive permutations of f i gs1 and f i gt1 is also a
signature of the same matrix. Moreover, a signature of M is also a signature of all permutations
of M .
The signature of a partition has suÆ ient properties for onstru ting a test. Namely, it an be
dete ted by sampling and it arries enough information in order to allow for a test as asserted by
the following:
i

2

j

Lemma 6.7 Assume that an n  n, 0/1 matrix M has a (Æ; r)-partition with r  100
Æ10 , then by
1
=
4
4
sampling q = poly(r) many queries, a -signature of a (12(Æ + ) ; r )-partition an be found for
any  r11 2 , with probability 1 exp( r).
=

We note that a test for su h partition, as guaranteed by the lemma, an also be dedu ed from
[12℄, with exponentially worse running time (and essentially the same type query omplexity). The
proof of Lemma 6.7 is given in Subse tion 6.3. We end this dis ussion by showing that it indeed
implies a 2-sided error test.
Proof of Theorem 6.3: Assume that we want to -test M for a permutation invariant olle tion
of forbidden indu ed k  k submatri es. Our 2-sided test follows the general idea of the test in
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Subse tion 3.1. Blo ks will now orrespond to partition-blo ks: Let Æ1 = ( 2 )4 and let g = g(Æ1 ; k),
r = r(Æ1 ; k) of Lemma 6.6. For g1 times, independently, we hoose k random rows and k random
olumns of M and query all k2 points in the k  k matrix that is de ned. If we nd a ounter
example in the queried points we answer `No'. Otherwise, by Lemma 6.6 we may assume that with
probability (1 exp( 1=g)) M has a (Æ1 ; r)-partition.
Let = ( 2 )4 and let Æ2 = 12(Æ1 + )1=4 . Given that M has a (Æ1 ; r)-partition, using Lemma 6.7,
we an nd a -signature of a (Æ2 ; r4 )-partition by sampling poly(r) queries. Let P and f i gs1 ; f i gt1
be a signature of su h partition. We form, as in Subse tion 3.1, an n  n matrix MQ that represents
our knowledge of M : We partition the rows of MQ into s parts of weights f i gs1 and the olumns
into t parts of weights f i gt1 . For ea h blo k of P , we set every entry of the orresponding blo k of
MQ to have the same label as in P . Now, exa tly as in Subse tion 3.1, ea h possibility of assigning
0/1 values to the X entries of MQ and ea h possible hoi e of ipping the values in at most an =4
fra tion of the entries in every 0/1 blo k, results in a 0/1-labeled matrix; we denote the set of all
su h matri es by MQ;. We he k if any of the members of MQ; has the property. If there is su h
a member, the algorithm answers `Yes'. Otherwise, if every member MQ; ontains a permutation
of a forbidden submatrix the answer is `No'. Note, this last phase of the algorithm involves no
additional queries and is just a omputation phase.
To see that the algorithm is orre t we rst note that if a ounter example is found in the rst
phase of the algorithm, then the input M does not have the property with probability 1. Hen e
the algorithm an err only in the se ond phase.
We laim that, with high probability, a row/ olumn permutation of M is n2 lose to ea h
member of MQ;. Indeed, assume that the signature that has been found is a signature of a
(Æ2 ; r4 )-partition of M . Then, by a simple al ulation, it follows that some row/ olumn permutation
of M is (2Æ2 + 2 )n2 - lose to MQ. Furthermore, MQ is 2 n2 - lose to any member of MQ;, and
hen e M is ( 2 + 2Æ2 + 2 )- lose to any member of MQ;. However, by our hoi e of Æ1 ; Æ2 ; , M is
indeed n2 - lose to all members of MQ;. The failure probability here is the sum of the failure of
Lemma 6.6 and Lemma 6.7, whi h is exponentially small.
We on lude that, given that M is n2 - lose to all members of MQ;, then if it has the property
then ertainly one member of MQ; will have the property (as M itself is su h member). On the
other hand if M is more than n2 far from having the property then ertainly every member of
MQ; annot have the property.
Clearly the query omplexity of the test is poly(r; 1=) and by our expression for r it is
exp(exp(poly(1=))), whi h on ludes the proof.
7

2

7

Remark: In all the above we dis ussed forbidden indu ed subgraphs. Not having a forbidden

subgraph (rather then indu ed subgraph) is a monotone de reasing property. In this ase, the test
is trivial, by density: For a large enough density, Lemma 3.3 asserts that the answer `No' is orre t
(as the graph will have a large enough omplete bipartite graph), while if the density is low the
answer is trivially `Yes', as the graph is lose to the empty (edge-less) one.
We now turn ba k to the proofs of Lemma 6.7 and 6.6 for whi h we need some more ma hinery.
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6.2

Universal sets and the proof of Lemma 6.6

We begin with the following simple observation.
Observation
6.8 An r0 -partition whi h is a re nement of a (Æ; r)-partition is in parti ular a
p 0
( Æ; r )-partition.

The proof of Lemma 6.6 will follow from the de nition and lemma below.
Let M be a 0/1, n  m matrix and I  [n℄. We denote by M [I ℄ the submatrix of M de ned by
looking only on rows indexed by I . Similarly for a olumn of M , we denote by [I ℄ the restri tion
of this olumn to I .
De nition 6.9 Let 0 < < 1 and let M be a 0/1, n  m matrix. We say that an ordered set of
k olumns C = f i1 ; : : : ; i g is ( ; p; k)-universal if the following re ursive ondition holds:
k



There is a partition of [n℄ into 2p intervals I1 ; :::; I2p so that for ea h 1  j  p; 1 [I2j 1 ℄
ontains at least n many 0's and 1 [I2j ℄ ontains at least n many 1's. We denote by
S2j 1 ; S2j ; j = 1; :::; p these sets of o's and 1's respe tively.

 f 2 ; :::; k g is ( ; p; k 1)-universal for ea h M [Sj ℄, j = 1; :::; 2p.
In the base ase for k = 1, the se ond item is redundant

Note, if f 1 ; :::; k g is ( ; p; k)-universal in M then there is an impli it hierar hi al olle tion of
subsets of rows witnessing this fa t: I1 ; :::; I2p whi h partition [n℄, then Ii;1 ; :::; Ii;2p that partition
Si for ea h j  2p, and in general Ii ;:::;i ;1 ; :::; Ii ;:::i ;2p that partition Si ;:::;i . This leads to a nested
family of subsets S that are indexed by [j k [2p℄j . In ea h `level' there is a natural order between
the subsets S ;  2 [2p℄j , namely, if  is lower than in the lexi ographi order then for every
x 2 S; y 2 S , we have x < y. In parti ular, these sets are pairwise disjoint. At the bottom level
these subsets is of size at least k m and their union is denoted by S ( 1 ; :::; k ) = [2[2p℄ S.
1

j

1

j

1

j

k

Lemma 6.10 Let k be a xed integer, 0 < Æ  1=3, then for every n  m, 0/1-matrix M , either
M has a (Æ; r)-partition for r  exp(exp(poly(k; 1=Æ))) or at least g(Æ; k)-fra tion of the ordered
k- olumn sets are (g(Æ; k); k; k)-universal, where g is a fun tion satisfying g  exp( poly(Æ; k)).

Before we proof the lemma we prove the following easier Claim:
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Claim 6.11 For every k; p and Æ  1=3 every 0=1 matrix either has a ((2p)k +1)-partition for whi h
the total weight of the Æ-homogeneous blo ks is at least p1 (1 Æ2 )Æ2p+k 1 , or at least a Æ2(k+p 1) fra tion of its ordered sets of k- olumns are ( 21 Æ; p; k)-universal.
Proof: We rst prove by indu tion on p a stronger numeri al version for k = 1: Namely either
M has a (2p + 1)-partition for whi h the total weight of the Æ-homogeneous blo ks is at least
1 2p 1 , or at least a Æ2(p 1) -fra tion of its ordered sets of k- olumns are ( 1 Æ; p; 1)-universal. For
pÆ
2
k = p = 1, let I1 = [n=2℄ and let I2 = [n℄ I1 . Let C (M ) be the set of olumns of M and let
C0 = f 2 C (M )j [I1 ℄ has at least a Æ fra tion of 00 sg. If jC0 j  Æm we are done as then
M is has a 2-partition (de ned by the row partition I1 ; I2 and the olumn partition C0 ; C0 ), in
whi h the total weight of Æ-homogeneous blo ks is at least 21 (1 Æ) (the blo k de ned by I1  C0
is Æ-homogeneous).
Hen e we may assume that jC0 j > Æm. Let now C1 = f 2 C0 j [I2 ℄ has at least a Æ
fra tion of 10 sg. If jC1 j  ÆjC0 j then we have a 3-partition of M in whi h the total weight of
Æ-homogeneous blo ks is at least 21 (1 Æ2 ) (the Æ-homogeneous blo ks are the ones de ned by
I1  C0 and I2  (C0 C1 )). On the other hand if jC1 j > ÆjC0 j  Æ2 m then as any 2 C1 is
( 21 Æ; 1; 1)-universal singleton set, the fra tion of su h sets (out of all singletons) is at least Æ2 .
We now prove the laim for k = 1 and any p. Let I1 = [n=2p℄; I2 = [n=p℄ I1 ; I3 = [n℄ [n=p℄.
Let C0 ; C1 exa tly as before. We may assume that jC0 j  Æm; jC1 j  ÆjC0 j as otherwise, as before
we would have a 3-partition of total weight of Æ-homogeneous blo k of at least 21p (1 Æ2 ). Let M 0
be the matrix de ned by the olumns in C1 and rows in I3 . Assume by indu tion (for p 1 and
k = 1), that either M 0 has a (2(p 1) + 1)-partition whose total weight of Æ-homogeneous blo ks is
at least p 1 1 Æ2(p 1) 1 or it has Æ2(p 1) fra tion of singleton sets ea h whi h is ( 12 Æ; p 1; 1)-universal.
In the former ase, the above partition of M 0 extended to M (by adding I1 ; I2 ) is a 2p-partition in
whi h the total weight of Æ-homogeneous blo ks is at least p p 1 Æ2  p 1 1 Æ2(p 1) 1  p1 Æ2p 1 proves the
laim. In the later ase ea h olumn whi h is ( 21 Æ; p 1; 1)-universal in M 0 is ( 12 Æ; p; 1)-universal in
M , and hen e there is a Æ2  Æ2(p 1)  Æ2p fra tion of the singleton sets that are ( 21 Æ; p; 1)-universal
in M .
Proving the general base ase, we prove now it for any k and p assuming that we have proved
the laim for j < k (and the same p).
We may assume that at least a Æ2(p+k 2) -fra tion of the ordered k 1 sets of olumns of M are
( 21 Æ; p; k 1)-universal, as otherwise, by the indu tion hypothesis M has a (2p)k 1 + 1 partition for
whi h the total weight of the Æ-homogeneous submatri es is at least 1p (1 Æ2 )Æ2p+k 1 whi h is even

stronger than what we need.
Let Ck 1 = f 1 ; : : : ; k 1 g be su h a xed ordered set of olumns. Let S ;  2 [2p℄k 1 be the
olle tion of bottom level row-subsets asso iated with Ck 1 , and let S ( 1 ; :::; k 1 ) be their union.
We de ne the following partition of the olumns of M into (up to) (2p)k 1 + 1 sets C [ fC j 2
[2p℄k 1 g as follows. C is the set of olumns in whi h every olumn is ( 21 Æ; p; 1)-universal for ea h of
the matri es M [S ℄;  2 [2p℄k 1 . For every other olumn, we pi k arbitrarily one  2 [2p℄k 1 su h
that the olumn is not ( 21 Æ; p; 1)-universal for M [S ℄, and put it in C .
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By the de nition of C , for any k 2 C the sequen e f 1 ; : : : ; k g is ( 12 Æ; p; k)-universal for the
original M . Hen e, if C ontains at least a Æ2 fra tion of the olumns for all possible universal
sequen es Ck 1 then we get at least a Æ2(k+p 1) -fra tion of the k ordered sets to be ( 21 Æ; p; k)universal sets, and we are done. Let us assume therefore that Ck 1 is a sequen e for whi h jC j <
Æ2  m. But then, ea h of the other sets of olumns C de nes a submatrix S  C in whi h
no olumn is ( 21 Æ; p; 1)-universal. However, this means (by the base ase analysis) that there is a
(2p + 1)-partition of this submatrix into blo ks in whi h the total weight of the Æ-homogeneous
blo ks is at least p1 Æ2p 1 (relative to the submatrix size). However, as S de nes at least a Æk
fra tion of the rows of M this is de nes at least a Æk  p1 Æ2p 1 fra tion of the weight within these
olumns. Hen e, extending these individual partitions in ea h S  C to all rows and olumns
gives a (2p + 1)(2p)k 1 + 1 partition in whi h the total weight of the Æ-homogeneous blo ks in M
is at least (1 Æ2 ) p1 Æ2p+k 1 as needed (as the olumns not in C are at least a 1 Æ2 fra tion of all
olumns).
Proof of Lemma 6.10 Let Æ1 = Æ2 . By Claim 6.11 (for p = k) we may assume that there is
a ((2k)k + 1)-partition of M for whi h the total weight of the Æ1 -homogeneous blo ks is at least
 p1 (1 Æ12 )Æ13k 1 , as otherwise the laim guarantees a stronger result on ( 21 Æ1 ; k; k)-universal
sets than what we need. Our aim, now, is to amplify the fra tion of area of Æ1 -homogeneous
submatri es by applying re ursively the laim to ea h non Æ1 -homogeneous submatrix, or to show
that the required fra tion of k-sets are (Æ; k; k)-universal (for appropriate Æ).

Formally let a = k1 (1 Æ12 )Æ13k 1 . We are going to do i0 = log(1=(1a Æ )) iterations as follows:
After the i'th iteration, i  i0 , we will have a partition of M (whi h at this point is not ne essarily
a ross produ t of a partition of the rows and a partition of the olumns) into ri  (2k)2(i+1)(k+1)
blo ks for whi h the total weight of the Æ1 -homogeneous blo ks is at least 1 (1 a)i + (1
a)i ki Æ17k 1 . Then in the (i + 1)'th iteration, either we nd that an exp( poly(1=Æ1 ))-fra tion
of the ordered k- olumn sets are (Æ14(i+1) ; k; k)-universal, or we exhibit a new partition of M into
ri+1  (2k)2(i+2)(k+1) many blo ks for whi h the total weight of Æ1 -homogeneous blo ks is at least
7k 1 . Indeed, for i = 0 this is guaranteed after one appli ation
1 (1 a)i+1 + (1 a)i+1 i+1
k Æ1
of Claim 6.11 on M . Assume that this is shown for i, let us show it for i + 1: We assume that
after i iterations we have a partition of M into at most ri blo ks su h that the total weight of the
Æ1 -homogeneous subblo ks is at least 1 (1 a)i + (1 a)i iÆ12k 1 . We then take ea h blo k of
the above partition, that is de ned by a subset R of rows and a subset C of olumns, of weights
wR ; wC  Ær respe tively, and that is not Æ1 -homogeneous, and apply on it Claim 6.11. As a
result, either we get for one of these blo ks that at least a Æ14k 2 -fra tions of its ordered k- olumn
sets are ( 21 Æ1 ; k; k)-universal, or for every one of these blo ks we get a (2k)k + 1-subpartition into
subblo ks of whi h at least an a = k1 (1 Æ12 )Æ13k 1 -fra tion of them (in term of the total relative
area) are Æ1 -homogeneous.
In the former ase we have that at least a Ær  Æ14k 2 -fra tion of the ordered k- olumn sets are
( Æ2r  Æ1 ; k; k)-universal, whi h is what we need. Hen e we may assume that the latter ase happens:
Namely every non Æ1 -homogeneous blo k with wR and wC as above is subdivided into at most
((2k)k +1)2  (2k)2k+1 subblo ks of whi h the total weight of Æ1 -homogeneous subblo ks is at least
an a fra tion of the weight of the blo k. Let x be the total weight of the Æ1 -homogeneous blo ks after
1

4k
1
i

4k
1

4k
1

i

i
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i iterations, then the total weight at this point is at least x +(1 x Æ14k )a  a + x(1 a) k1 Æ17k 1 .
By our indu tive hypothesis x  1 (1 a)i + (1 a)i ki Æ17k 1 , plugging this into the above we
7k 1 .
get that this is at least 1 (1 a)i+1 + (1 a)i+1 i+1
k Æ1
Having proven the above for every i we now let i = i0 for whi h this weight is at least 1 Æ1 .
For i0 we have r = ri0 = exp(poly(1=Æ1 )). Hen e we have nearly rea hed our goal. The only
problem is that the resulting partition of M into blo ks after the i0 'th iteration is not ne essarily

a ross produ t of a row-partition and a olumn-partition. To get a re nement of this partition
whi h is a ross produ t, we partition the rows a ording to the oarsest ommon re nement of
the row partition in ea h blo k (in other words, we partition a ording to the atoms of the algebra
generated by the partitions of the blo ks), and we do the same for the olumns. Taking the ross
produ t of these de nes a legitimate partition of size 2r = exp(exp(poly(1=Æ))) with at least a 1 Æ
fra tion of them being Æ-homogeneous (by Observation 6.8).

Proof of Lemma 6.6: Let M be as in the formulation of the Lemma, then either it has a
(Æ; r)-partition for r = exp(exp(poly(1=Æ))) and then we are done, or, as guaranteed by Lemma
6.10, at least a g(Æ; k)-fra tion of the ordered k- olumn sets of M are (g(Æ; k); k; k)-universal, for
g(Æ; k) = exp( poly(1=Æ); k). Let C = f 1 ; : : : ; k g be any (g(Æ; k); k)-universal olumn set. It is
quite easy to see that any 0/1 k  k matrix an be found using the olumns of C and hoosing
rows appropriately from the orresponding S -sets. Hen e, for su h a xed C there are at least
gn
k k
k  (g=ek ) n appearan es of any su h k  k matrix, where g = g (Æ; k ). Therefore we get
that there are at least a (g=ek)k exp( poly(1=Æ)) = exp( poly(1=Æ))-fra tion of the possible k  k
matri es in M that are identi al to the xed k  k matrix.
6.3

(Æ; r )-partitions, similarity between rows and the proof of Lemma 6.7

Our goal here is to show that a sampling of not too many entries in M an dete t the signature
of a (Æ; r)-partition if su h a partition exists. For this we need a representation of a partition by
a more `lo al' way, whi h is asserted by the following Claim 6.13 and Claim 6.15. To do this, we
relate the notion of a (Æ; r)-partition to relative distan es between rows and olumns. For the rest
of this subse tion we assume that r  100
Æ .
For two ve tors u; v 2 f0; 1gm let (u; v) = m1 jfij ui 6= vi gj = m1 hamming(u; v), namely (u; v)
is just the normalized hamming distan e.
10

De nition 6.12 Let M be a n  n matrix, then E R ((ri ; rj )) is the expe ted value of (ri ; rj )
where ri ; rj are two rows of M hosen at random. Similarly let E C (( i ; j )) denote the respe tive
quantity where i ; j are two olumns hosen at random.

One property of matri es having a (Æ; r)-partition is the existen e of a lustering of the rows in
the following sense.
Claim 6.13 Let M be a 0/1, m  m matrix and assume that M has a (Æ; r) partition, then there
is a set of r rows R = fr1 ; : : : ; rs g; s  r; su h that for at least a (1 2Æ1=4 )-fra tion of the rows
u of M the following holds: 9v 2 R; (u; v)  Æ1=4 .
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The onverse of the above also holds in the following sense:
De nition 6.14 Let A be a 0/1, m  m matrix, R = fr1 ; : : : ; rs g a set of rows of A, C =
f 1 ; : : : ; t g a set of olumns of A and Æ < 1.
1. R; C de ne a natural (r + 1)-partition of A, where r = max(s; t) in the following way: Let
R0 ; : : : ; Rs where R0 ontains all rows u for whi h there is no ri satisfying (u; ri )  Æ and
Ri = fuj su h that (u; ri )  (u; rj ); j 6= ig (if u has the same minimal distan e from two
di erent ri 's then we put it in an arbitrary one). Let C0 ; : : : ; Ct be the analogous olumn sets.
We refer to this partition as the partition de ned by R; C for Æ.
2. For R as above, we say that R is Æ- over of the rows of M if for at least (1 Æ)-fra tion of
the rows, u, of M there exists a ri 2 R for whi h (u; ri )  Æ. Analogously C is said to be
Æ- over (for the olumns).

Claim 6.15 Let M be a 0/1, m  m matrix, R = fr1 ; : : : ; rs g and C = f 1 ; : : : ; t g sets of rows,
olumns respe tively. Then if R and C are both Æ2 - overs (for rows and olumns respe tively) then
the partition de ned by R; C for Æ2 (De nition 6.14) is a (6Æ; r +1)-partition of M for r = max(s; t).
Moreover, let R0 ; : : : ; Rs , C0 ; : : : ; Ct be as in De nition 6.14, then a 0-signature for it is given
by the following s  t matrix P and the sequen es i = w(Ri ); i = 0; :::; s, i = w(Ci ); i = 0; :::; t
and the (i; j ) entry of P orresponds to the blo k Ri  Cj and its label is the (1 4Æ)-dominant label
of this blo k if there is one or X otherwise.

Before we prove the laims we need some observations:
Observation 6.16 Let A be a 0/1 matrix, then if A is Æ-homogeneous then E R ((ri ; rj ))  2Æ.
Proof: As A is Æ-homogeneous, we may assume w.l.o.g that A ontains less then a Æ fra tion of
0's. Hen e, hoosing two rows at random and pi king a random pla e i in both, the probability
that they are not both `1' at this pla e is at most 2Æ. Hen e the expe tation of the fra tion of the
number of pla es where they di er is bounded by 2Æ; but this expe tation is exa tly E ((ri ; rj )).
Observation 6.17 Let A be a 0/1 matrix su h that E R ((ri ; rj )) < Æ and E C (( i ; j )) < Æ, then
A must be 4Æ-homogeneous.
Proof: Assume on the ontrary that A is not 4Æ-homogeneous. This implies that when hoosing
two points from A independently and uniformly at random, with probability at least 4Æ they will

not have the same label. This is also a lower bound on the fra tion of the 2  2 submatri es
that ontain both 0's and 1's, as any two points with di ering labels an be extended to su h
a submatrix. On the other hand, if E R ((ri ; rj )) < Æ, then with probability more than 1 2Æ
both rows of a uniformly random 2  2 submatrix are identi al, as this matrix an be expressed
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as hoosing two random pla es from two random rows. By the same token, if E R (( i ; j )) < Æ
then with probability more than 1 2Æ the two olumns of a random 2  2 matrix are identi al.
Together these would have implied that less than a 4Æ fra tion of the 2  2 submatri es have both
0's and 1's, a ontradi tion.
Proof of Claim 6.13: Assume that M has a (Æ; r)-partition de ned by the row partition
R1 ; : : : ; Rs and the olumn partition C1 ; : : : ; Ct ; s; t  r. For a partition blo k B and a row u
that interse t B , let ujB be the restri tion of u to the olumns in B . Assume that B is a homogeneous blo k that ontains the rows of Ri . Then by Observation 6.16 E (uB ; vB )  2Æ for
two rows hosen at random from Ri . For a non Æ-homogeneous blo k, this expression may be 1.
Let pi = jRi j=m; i = 1; : : : ; s, and let Ei ((u; v)) be the expe tation of (u; v) where u; v are
two rows hosen uniformly at random from Ri . Then the above implies that ri=1 pi Ei ((u; v)) 
(1 Æ)2Æ + Æ  1  3Æ, as this sum goes over all blo ks and there are at least a (1 Æ) fra tion of
0/1-blo ks ontributing at most 2Æ ea h.
Now this implies that the total weight of Ri 's for whi h Ei ((u; v))  Æ1=2 is at most 3Æ1=2 .
Let R be the union of all these Ri 's. Let R1 ; : : : ; Rr0 be all other Ri 's possibly with renumerating
them. For ea h i = 1; : : : ; r0 , by our assumption, Ei ((u; v)) < Æ1=2 for randomly hosen u; v, hen e
there is an ri 2 Ri for whi h for at least a (1 Æ1=4 ) fra tion of the v's in Ri , (ri ; v) < Æ1=4 . Hen e
for the set R = fr1 ; : : : ; rr0 g, P rob(9v 2 R; (u; v)  Æ1=4 )  1 3Æ1=2 Æ1=4  1 2Æ1=4 (for small
enough Æ), as u's for whi h there is no su h v either belongs to R , or are at most a Æ1=4 fra tion
of [i1Ri .
Proof of Claim 6.15: Let R = fr1 ; : : : ; rs g be as above, let R0 ontain all rows u for whi h there
is no ri satisfying (u; ri )  Æ2 and let Ri = fu 2= R0 j su h that (u; ri )  (u; rj ); j 6= ig (if u has
the same minimal distan e from two di erent ri 's then we put it in a arbitrary one). Let C0 ; :::; Ct

be the analogous olumn sets.
By the assumptions of the laim, jR0 j < Æ2 . Also, for any i  1 and any two rows u; v 2
Ri ; (u; v)  2Æ2 , as (; ) is a distan e fun tion. Thus for i = 1; : : : ; s Ei ((u; v))  2Æ2 where
Ei is the expe tation when u; v are hosen at random from Ri . Hen e for the above partition into
rows, si=0 jRm j Ei ((u; v))  3Æ2 (as for ea h i > 1 the orresponding term in this average is at most
2Æ2 and for i = 0 the weight of the term is at most Æ2 ). Similarly we get the analogous thing for
olumns. Let P be the partition of M into blo ks that is de ned by the ross produ t of the two
partitions above.
Re all that jRm j ; jCm j are the weights w(Ri ); w(Ci ) of the orresponding sets. Also, for a blo k
B let ER ((ujB ; vjB )); EC ((ujB ; vjB )) be the expe tation of (; ) for two rows u; v, respe tively olumns, hosen at random from B . By linearity of expe tation, si=0 w(Ri )  Ei ((u; v)) =
EB (ER ((ujB ; vjB ))) where in the right hand side the outer expe tation is on blo ks of P hosen
a ording to their weights, and the inner expe tation is on rows hosen at random in the blo k.
Hen e, the fa t that si=0 w(Ri )Ei ((u; v))  3Æ2 implies that the total weight of all blo ks B for
whi h ER ((ujB ; vjB )) > Æ, is bounded by 3Æ. By the same argument, for at most a 3Æ fra tion of
the blo ks EC ((ujB ; vjB )) > Æ. Hen e, for at least a 1 6Æ fra tion of the blo ks (weighted by the
blo k weights) both ER ((ujB ; vjB ))  Æ and EC ((ujB ; vjB ))  Æ. However, by the Observation
6.17 above, ea h su h blo k is 4Æ-homogeneous, hen e at most a 6Æ fra tion of the blo ks (measured
i

i

i
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by weights) are 4Æ homogeneous. This implies that P is an (6Æ; r +1)-partition. Also, by de nition,
the pattern of this partition is, for ea h blo k, the (1 4Æ)-dominant label of this blo k if there is
one or X otherwise. Moreover, as i ; i are the exa t weights of the parts in the partition, we get
a 0-signature of it.
We are now ready to prove Lemma 6.7.
Proof: We rst start with the following partial task: Let R0 = fr10 ; :::; rs0 g; C 0 = f 01 ; :::; 0t g be
sets of rows and olumns, respe tively. Let Æ1 < 1 and r  max(s0 ; t0 ) so that r > Æ110 . We want
to he k whether R0 ; C 0 are Æ1 - overs (for rows and olumns respe tively). Here is a test that
approximates this with high probability in the following sense: If either R0 or C 0 is not a 3Æ1 - over
it will reje t with high probability. If on the other hand, both R0 ; C 0 are Æ1 - overs, the test will

a ept with hight probability. Furthermore, in the latter ase it will also nd a -signature of a
(12Æ11=2 ; r + 1)-partition of M , for an arbitrary given onstant r 1   1:
1=2

Test 1

1. Choose randomly and independently r4 rows and r4 olumns of M , naming the resulting
sets
j
R00 j
00
00
00
R and C respe tively. For ea h row ompute the relative weight w(R0 ) = jR00 j of the set
R000 = fu 2 R00 j 8i (ri0 ; u)  2Æ1 g. If w(R000 )  2Æ1 then reje t the test. An exa t omputation
of (ri ; u) a tually requires many queries, but we shall use instead an approximation whi h
is outlined below.
Similarly, C000 is omputed (or approximated) for olumns and the test here reje ts if w(C000 ) 
2Æ1
2. If the input is not reje ted by the previous item, we ompute for every i the set Ri00 =
fu 2 R00 R000j su h that (u; ri0 )  (u; rj0 ); j 6= ig, and similarly Ci00. For ea h Ri00 (Ci00 ) if
w(Ri00 ) < 50r we dis ard it and put all its members into R000 (C000 ). Hen e we get a sequen e
w(R000 ); w(R100 ); :::; w(Rs00 ) (and similar for olumns) so that for ea h i  1; w(Ri00 )  50r .
Let (P )i;j , (i; j ) 2 [s℄  [t℄, be the following matrix: To set Pi;j , for ea h row in Ri00 we
hoose a random oordinate by hoosing a random member of Cj00 . We then set Pi;j to be the
(1 4Æ11=2 )-dominant label of this set if there is one, or X if this set has no dominant label.
0

We still need to spe ify how the approximation of (; ) is done in the test: To ompute it for
twoProws ri and u 2 R00 we just hoose at random r2 positions, fp1 ; :::; pr g, and let ~(ri ; u) =
1 r jri (pk ) u(pk )j be our estimate for (ri ; u), namely, we look only on the di eren e in the
k=1
r
oordinates that orresponds to the olumns in C 00 .
First let us note that for any ri ; u, j(ri ; u) ~(ri ; u)j  100r with probability 1 exp( r) for
any < 1 (by Cherno type bound). Assume that fr10 ; :::; rs0 g; f 01 ; :::; 0t g are Æ1 - overs (for rows and
olumns respe tively). Namely, the set R00 , that ontains all rows u of M for whi h (ri ; u)  Æ1
for all ri , has w(R00 )  Æ1 . Let R0 be the set of all rows u of M for whi h ~(ri ; u)  Æ1 + 100r for
all ri , then by the above w(R0 ) 00Æ1 with probability 1 exp( r). Now, R000 = R00 \ R0 , hen e
with probability 1 exp( r), jR r\R j = w(R000 )  Æ1 + 100r . Thus with probability 1 exp( r)
2

2

2

2

0
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Test 1 will not reje t fr10 ; :::; rs0 g; f 01 ; :::; 0t g. On the other hand, if one of R0 ; C 0 is not a 3Æ1 - over
then by the same reasoning Test 1 will reje t with very high probability.
Now it remains to be seen that the signature is omputed orre tly. Indeed, under the assumption that fr10 ; :::; rs0 g; f 01 ; :::; 0t g are both Æ1 - overs, Claim 6.15 asserts that fw(R00 ); :::; w(Rs0 )g
and fw(C00 ); :::; w(Ct0 )g are the weight sequen es of a 0-signature of the partition asso iated with
fr10 ; :::; rs0 g; f 01 ; :::; 0t g and Æ1 (where Ri0 ; Ci0 are as in De nition 6.14). Then similarly to the paragraph above, as ~ approximates  and a random sampling approximates densities, it follows that
with probability 1 exp( r) for every i jw(Ri00 ) w(Ri )j  50 and similarly for the weights of the
olumn sets.
Furthermore, by Claim 6.15, the pattern of the partition de ned by Ri0 ; i = 0; :::; s and Cj0 ; j =
0; :::; t has Pi;j equal to the (1 2Æ11=2 )-dominant label of the submatrix de ned by Ri0 ; Cj0 if there
is one, or X otherwise. Again, by the same reasoning as above, the density of 1's in su h a blo k is
well approximated (within an additive arbitrary small onstant) by randomly sampling r2 points,
as done by Test 1, in the approximated blo k (hen e allowing for some `sla k' in the `dominan e'
requirement). Without giving further details here, We on lude that pattern that we get from Test
1 is a signature of a (12Æ11=2 ; r + 1)-partition.
Clearly Test 1 uses poly(r) queries and if fr10 ; :::; rs0 g; f 01 ; :::; 0t g are Æ1 - overs then with high
probability Test 1 does not reje t. Furthermore, the signature omputed is a -signature of a
(12Æ11=2 ; r + 1)-partition of M . On the other hand if one of fr10 ; :::; rs0 g; f 01 ; :::; 0t g is not a 4Æ1 - over,
it reje ts with high probability.
We now use Test 1 to end the proof of the lemma: Assume that M has a (Æ; r)-partition, then by
Claim 6.13 there is a set of s  r rows R = fr1 ; : : : ; rs g, and a set of t  r olumns, C = f 1 ; :::; t g
that is Æ1 = 2Æ1=4 - over. By Claim 6.15 (with Æ1 ) the above implies that the partition that is de ned
by R; C is an (6Æ11=2 ; r +1)-partition. Let R0 ; :::; Rs and C0 ; :::; Ct , be this partition (De nition 6.14).
Our aim now is to nd the sets fr1 ; :::; rs g; f 1 ; :::; t g and to nd the orresponding signature.
Re all that all we know is r and Æ.
We hoose at random r4 rows and r4 olumns of M . Then by a Cherno type bound, we know
that with high probability we will have at least one representative from ea h Ri and Cj that has
a weight larger than 20r . Hen e these two sets ertainly are (Æ1 + )- overs (this is true be ause
 is a distan e fun tion). We then apply Test 1 above for these sets. As argued, with very high
probability Test 1 will assert that the hosen rows and olumns are (Æ1 + )- overs and nd a
-signature of a (12(Æ1 + )1=2 ; r4 )-partition of M .
6.4

A Ramsey-like lemma for matri es

The following is in some sense a matrix version of Lemma 4.3.
Lemma 6.18 For every k there exists = (k) su h that if R1 ; : : : ; Rm is a row-partition of a (2dimensional) matrix M and C1 ; : : : ; Cm is a olumn-partition, with jRi j  2 m and jCj j  2 m for
every i and j , then there exist an (mk; 2)-submatrix of M su h that for every i and j its interse tion
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with Ri  Cj is a mono hromati (k; 2)-matrix, and moreover no more than m2 of these matri es
have a ommon label that is di erent than an existing (1 21 )-dominant label of the orresponding
interse tion of M with Ri  Cj .

Proof: Set l = 2 m with to be hosen later, and for every i and j let ri;1 ; : : : ; rl;1 be an
enumeration of l distin t elements in Ri , and i;1 ; : : : ; l;1 an enumeration of l distin t elements in
Cj . We de ne a new (l; 2)-matrix M~ over an alphabet of size 2m2 as follows.
For every x; y 2 [l℄ we look at the (m; 2)-submatrix of M onsisting of fM (ri;x ; j;y )ji; j 2 [m℄g.
There are 2m2 possible binary (m; 2)-matri es, and using an enumeration of these we de ne the
above submatrix of M to be the orresponding value of M~ at lo ation (x; y).
In addition, for every x; y 2 [l℄ we de ne b(x; y) as fra tion of pairs i; j for whi h the value
of
M
(ri;x ; j;y ) disagrees with a (1 21 )-dominant value of M restri ted to Ri  Cj . Clearly,
P
12
1
x;y2[m℄ b(x; y )  2 , so in parti ular at least 2 l of the pairs x; y will satisfy b(x; y )  . We will
all their orresponding entries the good entries of M~ .
By ounting onsiderations, there exists a set of at least 2 m2 1 l2 of the entries of M~ whi h
are all good and identi al to ea h other. A proper hoi e of ensures now that l is large enough
for us to apply Lemma 3.3 and nd a (k; 2) submatrix of M~ onsisting of su h entries.
It is lear now that if we repla e ea h entry of the above (k; 2) submatrix of M~ with the
orresponding m2 entries of M , we get a submatrix of M whose interse tion with Ri  Cj is
mono hromati for all i; j (be ause all entries were identi al in M~ ). It also follows from these being
good entries of M~ that the resulting submatrix of M satis es the ondition regarding dominant

labels.

A nal remark - it is not hard to formulate and prove a version of the above lemma for xed
non-binary alphabets as well as for higher dimensions; however Lemma 6.6, whi h needs to be used
in onjun tion with the above lemma for the 1-sided test, does not readily yield su h an extended
version.
6.5

A 1-sided test for bipartite graphs

Proof of Theorem 6.4 The 1-sided testing algorithm starts by independently sampling random
(k; 2) submatri es of the input matrix and he king whether any of them onstitutes a ounter-

example to the property. If one is found, the algorithm outputs `No' and terminates, whi h is learly
orre t with probability 1 in this ase. This sampling is done suÆ iently many times so as to ensure
by Lemma 6.6 that unless there exist a ( 101 ; r)-partition of M for r = r(Æ; k)  exp(exp(poly(1=))),
the algorithm will indeed nd a ounter-example and terminate.
We denote by R1 ; : : : ; Rr0 and C1 ; : : : ; Cr00 the row and olumn partitions orresponding to a
( 101 ; r)-partition of M ; the algorithm will not al ulate these sets, but they will be used in the
proof of its orre tness.
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We set = (k) to be the onstant of Lemma 6.18. The algorithm now queries a random
(n0 ; 2)-submatrix and he ks for the existen e of any ounter-example to the property to be tested
inside this submatrix; n0  exp(exp(exp(poly(1=)))) is hosen so that with high probability, for
every Ri of size at least ( 101 r 1 )n, at least 2 r of its members were hosen for the random (n0 ; 2)submatrix, and similarly for olumns. If this submatrix ontains a ounter example, the algorithm
outputs `No' and terminates, whi h is orre t with probability 1. Otherwise, the algorithm outputs
`Yes' and terminates; we prove now that with high probability this answer is also orre t, and thus
on lude the proof of the theorem.
Claim 6.19 With high probability if the queried submatrix ontains no ounter-example to the
property, then the original matrix is lose to satisfying it.
Proof: For every i and j we let Ri0 be a random set of 2 r members of Ri from those that were
hosen for the random submatrix queried by the algorithm, and Cj0 be a random set of 2 r members
of Cj from those that were hosen (we dis ard any
R and C
whose size is smaller than ( 101 r 1)n).
S i0
Sj 0
We denote by N the interse tion of M with ( i Ri )  ( j Cj ); note that all of its entries were
queried by the algorithm. We now prove that even if only N is devoid of ounter-examples, then M

is lose to a matrix whi h has no ounter-examples as well. We note rst that with high probability
for every i and j for whi h there was a (1 101 )-dominant label of the interse tion of M with
Ri  Cj , this will also be a (1 15 )-dominant label of the interse tion of N with Ri0  Cj0 .
We now apply Lemma 6.18 to N , fRi0 g and fCj0 g with parameter 25 , to nd the appropriate
submatrix W of N . By the assumptions of the laim, W ontains no ounter-example to the
property. We now de ne an (n; 2)-matrix MQ as follows: For every i and j for whi h Ri and Cj
are of size at least ( 101 r 1 )n, all the labels of MQ at Ri  Cj are identi al to the orresponding
ommon label of W . By the properties of W regarding dominant labels, and by fRi  Cj g being
a ( 101 ; r)-partition of M , these di er from the labels of M in no more than 108 n2 pla es. We deal
with Ri and Cj that were smaller than ( 101 r 1)n by unifying them with R1 and C1 , and labeling
the entries of MQ a ordingly; this may ause a di eren e in less than 102 n2 additional pla es, so
on the whole MQ is - lose to M .
To omplete the proof we laim that if MQ does not satisfy the property, then W ontains a
ounter-example to it as well. Indeed, let r1 ; : : : ; rk and 1 ; : : : ; k be the oordinates of a ounterexample submatrix of MQ . We now show that the same (k; 2)-matrix, or a permutation thereof,
exists in W . For every i we ount the size of Ri \fr1 ; : : : ; rk g, and arbitrarily pi k the same number
of distin t oordinates from the interse tion of W with Ri0 (it is possible be ause this number is
no more than k). Similarly, for every j we ount the size of Cj \ f 1 ; : : : ; k g and pi k the same
number of distin t oordinates from the interse tion of Cj0 with W . We have thus pi ked a (k; 2)
submatrix of W . The reason that it is identi al to a permutation of the matrix found in MQ is
be ause for every i and j the entries of MQ in Ri  Cj as well as the entries of W in its interse tion
with Ri0  Cj0 are all identi al to the same ommon label.
The above laim overs the nal ase, ompleting the proof of the theorem.
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7

Con luding remarks

We have seen that 8-poset properties are testable, for 0/1 matri es as well as matri es over any
xed nite alphabet, while some 89-poset properties are not testable. In addition we have seen
that bipartite graph properties that are hara terized by a nite set of forbidden indu ed subgraph
are eÆ iently testable. This last model is a restri ted ase of the model of `submatrix' whi h lies
in between the 8-poset and the 89-poset models. There are some major interesting problems that
remain open regarding these models:
The situation with the interesting model of `submatrix' is not yet understood. We showed
that an relatively eÆ ient test (with dependen e on 1= that is better then a tower) exists for the
permutation invariant ase using a ` onditional' Regularity Lemma (Lemma 6.6). While we an
prove a onditional Regularity Lemma, similar to Lemma 6.6 for 2 dimensional matri es in general,
we don't know yet how to onstru t a tester for this ase. Another open question is to generalize the
results for the binary ase to xed, non binary alphabet. The most important question on erning
this model is to obtain results for dimension higher than two, as this would related to testing of
hypergraphs.
Ba k to the 8-poset model: It would be ni e to make the tests more eÆ ient, espe ially in the
ase of non-binary alphabet. Another open problem is to better understand the model 98-poset.
This latter model is related to some olorability problem in the spirit of [9℄, and urrently the
question whether properties in this model are testable is open.
Finally, other relations, apart of row; ol (for 2-dim.) and the order may be used e.g: su R (x1 ; x2 )
stating that x2 is on the same row as x1 and dire tly at the right of x1 , and similarly su C (x1 ; x2 )
for olumns. The relations row(x1 ; x2 ) _ ol(x1 ; x2 ) and su R (x1 ; x2 ) _ su C (x1 ; x2 ) are both
expressible by \8" formulae using the basi poset-model relations, Hen e \8" properties using
them are all 89-poset properties (but not ne essarily 8-poset properties). The model that ontains su R (; ); su C (; ) formulae with one 8 quanti er generalizes the model `submatri es' in
the spirit of regular languages, namely, it an spe ify a submatrix with additional requirements
that some olumns/rows are adja ent in the whole matrix. We urrently have no results for this
model.
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